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als In love, Insistent creditors and in
fact- any undesirable persons,, whose
enemies were prepared to pay liberally for their sudden taking off.
to
The polsoni doctor, accs-uln- s
the police, has admitted causing some
forty deaths, his fees running as high
as $250,000 for a single assassination.
His usual method was to innoculate
the patient with cholera or other
baccill, after he had been called' In
a professional capacity, he having
created the cholera epldemlq of a few
years ago.
The doctor Is now TO years old.
Count De Lassy, who Is also on trial
for murder, is a young man of Irish
descent. The woman In the case Is
k
Madame Muravleff, with whom
lodged, and to whom he says
he turned over his earnings. She
figures In the trial as an alleged ac
In the case of Count
complice.
Dr. Pantchenko says he used
HIRE
diphtheria baccHi.

respective schools courses leading to
the degree of bachelor of pedagogy
For ihf
and master of pedagogy.
former four jearB' high school work
and two years' normal work are re
quired. No degree will be granted
unless the student shall' have been
a resident of New Mexico for sixteen
BU I
months. Holders of these degrees
... be eU;. e to receive territorial
certificates of the rank the degree
ON
DR. PANTCHENKO, RUSSIAN
FEDERALS
REPULSED IN, AT- calls for.
S
TRIAL
FOR
of
MURDER,
TEMPTING TO TURN BACK
This is an advance In the cau:e
HIS GUILT
education for the profession of teach
INSURGENT ARMY
lng in New Mexico. Formerly those
who desired to obtain such degrees
REBELS ADVANCE ON CITY were oblleed to go to Colorado or CONTROLLED BY HYPNOTISM
other state:. 'It is largely due to the
work of President Roberts with the IN ADMISSIONS OF WHOLESALE
THE BORDER TOWN OPPOSITE
assistance of President Light that the
KILLING HE INVOLVES NAME
EL PASO IN IMMINENT DANGER
Fronting Of degrees was adopted.
OF COUNT DE LASSY

BLOODY BATTLE

POISONING WAS

FOUGHT NEAR

THIS DOCTOR'S

NESS

JUAREZ

-

.

OF CAPTURE

Pant-chen-

TAKE RETURNS

AVIATION MEET IN SAN ANTONIO
San Antonio, Tex., Feb. 2. A big HE MURDERED FOR
aviation meet opened at the International 'air ground today and will con
HEIRS, RIVALS, IN LOVE, INSISTtinue through the remainder of the
ENT CREDITORS, ETC., HIS
week. Hamilton, Friable, Simon, Sey
FAVORITE VICTIMS
mour and several other distinguished

PASSENGERS ACTED AS NURSES,
LENDING AID TO INJURED
SOLDIERS

MRS. TURNBULL SURPRISED
Los Angeles, Feb. 2. The defense
In the contest-o- f
the will of "Lucky"
Baldwin introduced several surprises
yesterday by advancing evidence directly contrary to that given by Mrs.
Lillian Ashley Turnbull, mother of
Beatrice Baldwin, alleged to be the
daughter of the dead turfman.

aviators are entered as competitors
El Paso. Tex.. Feb. 2. The first for the $10,000 offered is prizes. """L St Petersburg, Feb. 2. Dissatisfied
with the rambling answers made ty
clash between the rebels and federal
Dr.
bePantchenko, who is on trial here
occurred
just
ARCHBISHOP
RYN RALLIES
troops from Juarez,
for murder, and who has claimed he
V
fore daylight today between Juares
Feb.
Archbishop
Philadelphia,
he murdered' while under the hypnotic
and San Layuca.
Ryan's condition this morning was
Count O'Brien De Lassy,
According to the federal troops sent still critical, but showed some im Influence of
the
prosecutor
public
and
today again put
meet
the
to
rebels,
out last night
hours
provement. He slept three
the flat question of guilty or innocent
who retreated to Juarez this morning, last night
FEVER
to the doctor and again the doctor an- YELLOW
they brought back three wounded
was
The
examination
swered
killguilty.
with them and admitted two were
then continued.
ed, but said they met death In explodCORPORATION FAILS
The doctor, who is a notorious pois
ing dynamite to wreck a bridge.
is accused of having been hired
met
oner,
that
they
The troopers declare
by Count De Lassy to murder the lat- the oinaurgents coming Into Juarez
Count . Vasslle COXSWAIN OF .CRUISER MARIETter's brother-in-laon a train and exploded the dynamite
TA DIES; OTHERS OF CREW
In
that
their three
order
Boutorllne,
beneath a bridge, which wrecked the
estate
million
dollar
a
half
might
and
ARE SICK
were
Three
engine of the train.
AT GRAND be inherited by De Lassy. The whole
. wounded when the federals retreated, RECEIVER APPOINTED
'
empire is interested in the case beNew Orleans, Feb. 2. According to
RAPIDS, MICH., FOR R. G.
thev say.
of the
wholesale confession advices received here, J. H. Minor, of
cause
believed
is
it
generally
PETERS
However,
made by Dr. Pantchenko. Every mys- St. Louis, coxswain of the United
that the federal loss was much heavinumdeath in recent years is recallterious
a
riderless
horses,
as
many
er,
Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 2. A re ed and there are rumors that the cruiser Marietta, who died Sunday
have
aboard the ship in Puerto Cortez harber with bloodstained saddles,
ceiver was appointed this morning by
been the cause of
have
may
all
poisoner
morning.
into
Juarez
bor, was a victim of yellow fever cop
been coming
Judge Dennlson of the United States
of the royal bracted at Kin,TSton, Jamaica. SeverJames R. Garfield, former secretary court for the R. O. Peters Salt and the death of a member
on
,
family.
al other suspected cases among the
of the interior, was a passenger
Lumber company of Manistee, and for
The accused has admitted ,he made crew on f.hf M.4utaihfk botn quar
the train marooned when the
R. G. Peters. Tp .e llabffltlrte app-ox- !a tuslness of killing for hire heirs, riv- - antined.
and
gents tore up the tracks Sunday,
mate two millions, while the assets
other
with
held
was
up
'for three days
to be half a million in
ar- are believed
MOTHERS MEET IN ATLANTA
passengers by the insurgents. He
excess of this, but widely scattered.
TO
Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 2. Mrs. Frederick
rived In Juarez lastnigat on the train,
was created at the NO OPPOSITION
The
receivership
Schoff of Philadelphia, president of the
which came through after the insur- instance of Mrs. Emma Burton, of
National Congress of Mothers, Is In
gents had disembarked about thirty Palestine, Texas, a sister of R. G.
SYSTEM
SEWER
THE
Atlanta, as guest of honor at the third
miles east of Juarez, and had begun Peters, and a heavy creditor of the
town
annual meeting of the Georgia Conpreparations to attack the border
firm. The action is one In chancery
was maroontrain
the
While
PRACARE
gress of Mothers, which assembled to
THAT
INDICATIONS
today.
and not in bankruptcy.
the
passengers
of
ed the food supply
day for a three days' session.
TICALLY EVERY PROPERTY"
run nut and the Insurgents fed them
OWNER WILL FALL IN LINE
MORE CARNEGIE LIBRARIES
OKLAHOMA Y. M. C. A.
from their commissary and from beevess
lnsur-rectoThe
2.
Librarian
Feb.
on
the
spot.
Okla., Feb. 2. Enid is enter
Enid,
Denver,
City
slaughtered
- Indications are that practically evfor four days the annual state
had a number of wounded, and Dudley has received word from An
taining
owner resident In the conference of the Toung Men's Chris- thsn were taken care of by the pas- drew Carnegie that if Denver will ery property
district will join the tlon Association. . This, the opening
sewer
torn
up
proposed
branch
sheets
to
for
four
sites
being
provide
agree
Bengera, Pullman
of sewer boosters. It is safe to
list
assisted
Garfield
Mr.
$9,000
of the gathering, was devoted
libraries
annually
and
expend
for bandages.
canvass of day
in maintaining them, Mr. Carnegie say that a
chiefly to the reception of the dele
in Ahis work.
will donate $91,000 for the buildings. the. dbtrict would disclose the fact gates.
are
The proposal has been submitted to that there are few people who
sewer
not
in
the
of
favor
,of
plan
the library commission.
NORMAL WILL CONFER
construction as advocated by the
PACIFIC TO
Several names SOUTHERN
Citizens' committee'.
OBSERVE
CANDLEMAS
CATHOLICS
DEGREES
tax
were added to the list today. No
THE HIGHER
CUT-OF- F
Now York. Feb. 2. The feast of payer who understood the situation
BUILD
9tmdlemas was observed today in all refused to join the movement. And
OF EDUCA
SANTA FE MEETING
the Roman Catholic churches of the mighty few men were found who said
IMPORTANT
IN
This ecclesiastical festiv they were not posted on the question NEW BUDGET JUST ANNOUNCED
metropolis.
TORS RESULTS
HARMONIZATION
was
PROVIDES FOR LINE FROM
instituted
by Pope Getasius I. at Issue.
al
PLANS FOR
In the year 492 in comemoratlon of
Every day the city officials and the
ARIZONA TO COLORADO
'
tem- committeemen are beseiged by proaanta v. N. M.. Feb. 2. At a con the presentation of Christ in the
today by the ple and the purification of the Virgin perty owners who desire to have their
w hfr
Denver, Feb. 2 It is said that the
BUIULUUU ylM
section of the city included in the
schools Mary.
normal
various
Pacific railroad will expend
Union
the
of
heads
district. This Indicates that the
millions of dollars In construc
tHtnrv with the New Mex-many
VI
movement likely will spread all over
was decided
tion work in territory contiguous to
ico board of education it
TEXAS CONSERVATION CONGRESS the
city, so that the construction of Denver, within the next year. The exthose
of
courses
the
sec2.
to bo arrange
The
Feb.
San Antonio, Tex.,
the complete system Is not a long tension to Fort Collins will be comInstitutions as to make tnem com- ond annual meeting bt the Texas Con
distance removed into the future.
of
board
the
at once and on the 35 miles
Its sessions
ply strictjy with
Where it is possible it is likely that pleted
will uni- servation congress began
This
port
.
new
track on the north
of
vauvu d
with a large attendance of property adjacent to the proposed
c
will enable the Nor- here today
The Fort Morgan-Denve- r
branch.
industrials
agents,
fy the work and
will be included or joined on in
public officials,
cut off will be built this coming
mals to confer upon their graduates business men and others interested in smaller districts. The natural
certifislope spring. The projected extension of
territorial
receive
the right to
the
of
the protection and development
of the city was the basis for the forthe Southern Pacific system from
cates. Normal school officials present natural resources of the state.
mation of the first district. Where
Roberts
H.
H.
Frank
Twoiflont
.
v. n
southern Arizona into Colorado ta
.
WWD
adjacent districts can .be joined on also provided in the new budget just
of the Las Vegas Normal, President
without interference from the natural
school at
announced by President Lovett.
C. M. Light of the normal
of the ground and the property
THE
IN
3lopo
head
FIRE
no
anil Tean Hodges,
PRAIRIE
r,!.
Olivet vv
owners are anxious to get in, it is
of the normal department of the ter
favorable action may be taken
likely
ritorial university at AlDUquerqu.
OIL FIELDS CURBED But the main thing Is for the boosters SPANISH COAST IS
work of
the
of
harmonization
The
to get busy and make such a showing
rmrmar schools has long been a
that the sentiment of the majority of
OKLA-WASexisted NEAR
confusion
Much
BARTLESVILLE,
necessity.
STORM
the taxpayers of the city may be regis
RAZEDJBY,
on eccount of the diversity of courses
LAND FOR TWO MILES
tered at once. This will have consid
Tn 'ma.nv cases a graduate
VUvu.
WAS SHEET OF FI.AME
erable weight in regard to the imme
of the schools would find himself, al
diate beginning of the work. If you SCORES OF FISHING CRAFT DASHtne
requireu
though having completed
3
Feb.
Okla.,
are a booster telephone your name to
Bartlesville,
ED TO PIECES ON ROCKS
nf warn" work, unqualified
lacked
which started in the oil The Optic, Phone Main 2.
he
fire
because
prairie
certificate
LOSS OF LIFE HEAVY
a
for
mis fields of northern Oklahoma late
credits in certain branches.
it TKweRsarv for the territorial
600 DEAD IN MANILA '
Barcelona, Spain, Feb. 2. A wild
yesterday and turned the oil waite
board often to stretch lta regulations along the Caney river into a sheet
2.
A
storm
Feb.
swept the Spanish coast last
Manila,
prolonged earth
In conferring certificates. It also
of fishing craft were
Scores
of
Manila
extinaroused
the
night
wa3
residents,
miles
quake
two
long,
flame
was the cause of some delay. . The of
rocks and many of
on
the
dashed
Revised
farmestimates place the
tonight.
guished during the night. The
change will affect the Las vegasnor ers suffered some loss of livestock number of dead, as a result of the the crews were lost Today the bodschools.
i m
e
11
sailors were picked
l uwtw .vthan the other
and buildings, but the damago was eruption of Mount Taal and the tidal ies of twenty-fiv'., Presidents Roberts, and light also
'in
coast.
the
r
six
hundred.
waves
at
along
estimated.
up
at
as
first
In' their ont so great
agreed together to establish
,
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CANVASSING OF VOTES
OF RECENT ELECTION

MEANS

EARLYJTATEHOOD

EVERY INDICATION
POINTS TO
APPROVAL OF CONSTITUTION
THIS MONTH
'

2. President
Washington, Feb.
Taft today granted a special leave of
absence to Governor W. J. Mills of
New Mexico, who will bring to congress the official vote on the new state
The
will
constitution.
governor
leave Immediately on the completion
of the canvass next Saturday at the
territorial capltol' In Santa Fe.
It Is regarded as significant that
Governor Mills Is to hasten to Washington wtin the returns, and It Is the
general belief in official circles that
the approval of New Mexico's constitution this month and actual statehood for the territory at an early date
Is an assured fact. It Is alrer.dy known
the president Is satisfied with the constitution drawn up, and no objections
from members of congress have been
voiced thus far.

TAFT CANCELS TRIP
2. President
Feb.
Washington,
Taft's announcement yesterday that
the southern tour which he had plan
ned to take early next month, would
be cancelled with the exception of the
visit to Atlanta on March 10, started
political tongues to wagging with ru
mors that his purpose was to prepare
for a possible extra session of con
gress in case the present session fails
to enact the reciprocity agreement between the United State and Canada.
Pressure of business and too many Invitations to visit places In the south
while making the tour are the reasons
unsigned for the cancellation of the
trip. '

ANNIVERSARY

OF

ANCIENT TREATY
YEARS AGO TODAY
PEACEFUL RELATIONS WERE
RESUMED WITH MEXICO

SIXTY-THRE- E

Sixty-thre- e
years ago today the
KILLED IN WRECK
wluea
treaty of Guadalupe-hiaai&o- ,
relations bepeacef.il
Barcelona, Spain, Feb. 2. Thirty
persons were killed today when a pas- tween the United States and Mexico,
senger train was derailed near Valen- was signed. It was under this treaty's
cia by a washout.
provision that New Ifojuco. I)e.:ax.te
a territory ot the Uuital States. For

THIRTY

BALLINGER REPORT

WASNT RUSH JOB
AT LEAST THAT IS WHAT PUBLIC PRINTER TESTIFIED BE.
FORE COMITEE

Washington, Feb. . 2. The rules
committee oi the house as a result
of the investigation demanded by RepHitchcock of Nebraska
resentative
lias not been able to find out what
happened to delay the Balllnger-Pln-ohInvestigation report.
Public Printer Donnelly testified
that he had given due diligence to
Its preparation but had not understood it was a "rush job."
The committee will present a
chronological story of the progress
of the report from the day it came
into ie house until it finally reached
the agricultural committee and will
let the house decide whether blame
attaches at any point.
v

I

DEMOCRATS ARE LEERY

wsny years, February 2 has been observed as New Mexico day. It is often 'elebrated eIabo"meiv by the children f the pub'ic' schools, who are
rightly taught to regard it as oue of
the most Important t'ays in the year
for natural and adopted sons and
daughters of New Mexico. Owing to
the fact, that a big celebration of the
Presidents George
natal days of
Washington and Abraham Lincoln Is
to be held later in the month,
the
schools did not participate in special
programs today. However, the children were reminded Of the recurrence
of the anniversary, which is the more
Important this year because of the
near approach of the admission of
New Mexico as' a state after sixty-thre- e
long years of waiting.
INJURES STUDENT
Tn explosion of chemicals with
which she was working in the labor
atory on the fourth floor of the Nor
mal University building this morning
inflicted a number of slight burns on
the head and face of Miss Rosalie
Powers, one of the students. The girl
was badly frightened and it was
thought at first her eyes had been injured. A physician was called, however, and discovered the Injuries to
be slight. TM cause of the explosion
Is not known. It Imay have been "due
to the extreme dryness of the air or a
mixture of two chemicals In the right
proportion to cause an explosion. Other pupils working In the laboratory
got a fright when the explosion occur
red.
EXPLOSION

Washington, Feb. 2. Another raili-ca- l
step to prevent the concentration
of power in a few hands in the house
of representatives was taken last night
by the newly designated members ot
the ways and means committee of the
next coingress. It was determined in
the make-u- p of the committees of tne
next houBe the chairman of all committees that have the power to pre
pare appropriation bills and the chair TEMPERATURE
DROPS
man of the judicial, interstate ana
foreign commerce and District of Col61 DEGREES AT TULSA
umbia committee shall not be memthan
committees
bers of any other
those over which they preside.
OKLAHOMA TOWN SWELTERS AT
--

DEADLOCKS STILL UNBROKEN
Denver, Feb. 2. Today's ballotTor
United States senator was barren of
results. There were no Important

SHIVER WITH
THERMOMETER AT 29

90 ONLY, TO

Tulsa, Okla., Feb. 2. Following a
of ninety degrees here
temperature
changes. The republicans cast most yesterday, the hottest February day
of their votes for Fred O. Roof, of In many years, the thermometer today
Pueblo. Speer had 26 votes and Addegrees, a drop
registered twenty-nin- e
.,
ams 19.
,
of sixty-ondegrees In twelve hours.
e

Tammany. Unyielding
ROSWELL'S POPULATION
Washington, Feb- - 2. The populaAlbany, N. Y., Feb. 2. There was
no election today On the ballot for tion of Roswell, N. M., is 6,172, comUnited States senator.
pared with 2,049 In 1900.

THANKFUL

IT'S STILL

CONGRESS

TE

.(f.j

ROBIN DECLARED SANE
New York, Feb. 2. The verdict of
a Jury which declared J. G. Robin,
the indicted banker as sane, was de
nounced as nn Insult to the profes-

sional alienist at a meeting of the
section on neorology and psychiatry
at the Academy of Medicine last eveTO
ning. William Travers Jerome, who
the
represented Robin, addressed
meeting and told the alienists their
NEW MEXICO'S EXECUTIVE
IS profession as well as his had been
GRANTED SPECIAL LEAVE OF
Insulted. He proposed that If a com
mlttee of the academy of medicine
ABSENCE BY PRESIDENT
would appoint a committee of alienists who should find Robin sane, he
LEAVES SANTA FE SATURDAY would positively enter a
plea of guil
ty to the Indictments in behalf of his
client and interpose no defense.
WILL DEPART IMMEDIATELY

Bou-turll-

PASSENGER TRAIN. MAROONED

So

CITY EDITION

GOV. MILLS WILL

-

CON-FESSE-

w

WE PRINT THE NEW8
If You Read It

Of

THE MAP
POUNDS

50,000

OF

DYNAMITE

THAT FAILED TO EXPLODE ALL
THAT SAVED CITY

REFUSED

TOJE

SET OFF

IT WA8 STORED ON ADJOINING
TRACKS, AT SCENE OF
DI8ASTER

INVESTIGATION

UNDER WAY

THREE 8EPARATE INQUIRIES ARE
STARTED WITH VIEW OF PLACING RESPONSIBILITY

New York, Feb. 2. Three separate
investigations were started this morning to determine the responslblity for
yesterday's explosion of a cargo of
dynamite in New York harbor. The
Jersey City police and the federal authorities will assist In all three Investigations. The federal authorities,
however, have put the case squarely
up to New Jersey, as the explosion
occured In Jersey 'Waters.
Definite figures of the dead and in
jured still are impossible. The total
Seven
dead and missing 1b thirty.
dead are in the hands of the coroner'
and it is his belief that most of the
twenty-thre- e
missing were blown to
pieces.
The property loss will be close to a
million dollars. The blast was prob
ably the largest explosion ot dyani- mlte that has ever occurred anywhere.
Fifty thousand pounds went up In a
single detonation.
There was a more marvelous escape, however, from a much more serious disaster, that would have destroyed the city. Another fifty thousands pounds of dynamite was stand
ing in freight cars on a side track
within a hundred feet of the explo-- "
sjon. The cars were twisted and
torn and the boxes of dynamite strewn
every way, but the dynamite, thick
With dust and the debris from the ex
'
plosion, was intact In Its Inch paper
covering.

This afternoon the list of identified
dead stands at nine, with nine known
missing, and 4 score of laborers unaccounted

for.

WORK IS ACTUALLY
BEGUN ONJESERVOIR
TRAIN MADE FIRST
YESTERDAY
TRIP OVER TRAM ROAD,
HAULING DIRT FOR DAM

After many weeks of preparation actual work on the construction of the
Camfield dam on the Las Vegas grant
was begun yesterday afternoon. The
first "dinky" train brought to the dam
site seven carloads of earth and dumped the material from the trestle, thus
putting in place the beginning of the
foundation
fif the dam. This train
was used today and will be worked
constantly. By Monday two trains of
ten dump cars each will be in use.
The trains are loaded by the big steam'
shovel, which Is located about
of a mile away. They make the
trip from the shovel to the dam site
in quick time.
Busy workmen dump the cars and
put the material in place as fast as It
la hauled to them. The cars are
dumped from, two trestles, which are
built on either side of the dam site.
When both trains are placed In opera
tion earth will be brought In rapidly
and the dam will begin to take on
shape and proportion. The material
la being soaked In water as fast as
It is laid In order to make It settle
into p'ace.
The engineers are gratified with the
time being made on the work.' The
train has proved to bring in the dirt
In a little less time than their figures
n
called for. This means ultimate
of the dam' will be accomplisli-e- d
sooner than was expected.
The
trestles are' now5 400 fet Ion?.
one-four- th

com-plet'o-

-

'

'
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LASVEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
which the government has erected at
the base of the dam and which will
be used to convert the waterfall Into
electricity.
;
The completion of the dam is ex
DAM
pected to result in the influx of thou
sands of farmers to the valley and
this in turn will create a demand for
all classes of labor. The whole pro
ject Is a part of the government's
as
great irrigation service, which,
FOR WHOM IT IS some one has said, "1b making the
NAMED, TO FORMALLY DEDIdry places wet and the wet place3
CATE IT NEXT MONTH
dry." In a most wonderful way the
various irrigation projects in Wyom
ing, Montana, Idaho, Colorado and
other sections of the west are rapidly
FACTS CONCERNING DAM
changing the country from a land of
It is 1,080 feet long, 280 leet
sagebrush and cactus to one of proshigh and contains 326,000 cubic
perous farms and flourishing towns.
f yards ot masonry.
Of all the projects 6f the kind yet
caThe reservoir will have a
under taken by the government the
of
cubic
56,628,000,000
parity
dam Is the largest In point
f feet of water, which will he ofRoosevelt
dimensions. It la about twenty-fiv- e
used to Irrigate 240,000 acres of 4
feet' higher than the famous Shoshone
rv- land.
in northwestern Wyoming, which
f The dam has been .nearly six - dam
Is the largest structure of its kind
f years in building and has cost completed up to the present time. The
the government about $8,540,000. rf natural difficulties
presented in the
The location of the dam and
construction of the Shoshone dam
f reservoir is in the Salt River were, however, much greater than In
f Valley, about 70 miles north-4- : the Roosevelt project.
west of Phoenlz..Ari.

GIANT ROOSEVELT
COMPLETED

M.

LOSES S5 000

AT LAST

.

.

The
the stupendous engineering
work in connection with the Salt Riv
er Irrigation project, is completed and
will be formally opened next month
by former President Roosevelt, in hon
or of whom the dam was named,
Preparations already are under way to
make the opening a gala occasion. The
event will be attended by represents
tivea of the national government, public
officials of Arizona and neighboring
states and by many eminent engineers.
The dam Is regarded as one of the
marvels of modern engineering. Lo
cated In an almost inacessible canyon, about seventy miles northwest
of this city and sixty miles from the
nearest railroad, its rapid and successful construction has been watched
with Interest by engineers all ove- - the
Phoenix,
dam,

'

,

Ariz., Feb.

world.

At the point where the dam crosses

the Salt River the stream runs through

-

-

NEW MEXICO DANKS

2.

a. narrow igorge, across which the
huge barrier of stone and cement
stretches to a length of 1.0S0 feet. The
dam is 280 feet high, or about the
height of the Flatlron building in New
York. On top its length is equal to
that of two city blooks, and provides
a roadway twenty feet wide. The
dam contains 326,000 cubic yards of
masonry. The blocks of stone were
blasted from the canyon walls and
the hundreds of thousands of barrels
of cement used in the construction
was manufactured by the government
in a mill erected on the ground.
Behind this imposing structure of
stone and cement the waters of the
turbulent stream will form the largest artificial lake in the world. The
great reservoir will be twenty-fiv- e
miles long and more than 220 feet
deep against the dam. It will have
a capacity of 56,628,000 cubic feet, or
sufficient water to cover the state" of
Delaware a foot deep.
The reservoir will irrigate 240,000
acres of land and it is estimated by
expert agriculturists that the crops of
a single season will pay for the entire investment of the government,
which has been about $8,540,000, Not
only will the great dam save up the
water for the dried fields, but It will
also light the farmers' homes, give
them the power for their telephone
lines, run their mills and factories and
also operate lines of railway if desired. All of this will be done through
the medium of a great power house

IN FINECONDITION
ARE QUARTER OF
DEPOSITS
MILLION MORE NOW THAN
IN JULY, 1910
.Santa Fe, N.

M-- ,

Feb- -

A

Chief

2.

of the traveling auditor and bank examiner of New Mexico has prepared
Clerk A. L, Morrison, Jr., of the office
an interesting bank statement for

showing the resources and liabilities
of the territorial banks at close of
business December 31, 1910.
Resources
The resources are as follows:
Loans on real estate, $698,219.64.
Loans on collateral security, $872,- 884.42.
Loans and discounts, $2,347,763.78.

Overdrafts, $75,572.53.
United States bonds, $5,000.00.
State, county and municipal bonds,
$8,205.

Bank

stock, $19,200-Other stocks, bonds and security,
$147,779.75.

Due from banks and
bankers,
$1,803,160.70.
Real estate, furniture and fixtures,
$346,546.01.
(Check and other cash items, $117;,- 742.81.
Gash on hand, $316,255.85.
All other resources, $69,495.98.
Total, $6,827,846.47.
.

Liabilities
The liabilities are as follows:
'
Capital stock, $1,317,431.00
v.
Surplus, $108,701.00.
Undivided profits, $97,482.08. .
Deposits subject to check, $3,318,- 316.09.
Time deposits, $1,718,812.56.
Due banks and bankers, $172,264.- 93.

All other liabilities, $94,835.81.
Total, $6,827,846.47.
This shows an increase since July,
1910, of four banks; Increase in capital stock, $84,783. Increase in deposits, $250,072.41. Total increase in resources and liabilities, $425,863.98. ,
COTTON MEN IN CONFERENCE
2. Improved
Washington, Feb.
methods of ginning and baling the
American cotton crop in order that) it
may be in a better condition to com-

pete with commercial cotton prepared
for the foreign market in Egypt and
India was the subject discussed at an
important conference of cotton men
TIZ-F- or
today at the New Wlllard hotel. Every
branch of the cotton industry was
represented at the conference from
the production of the raw material to
the (turning out of the finished product. Among those taking part were
officers and leading members of the
National Association of Cotton manu
facturers, the Farmers Educational
and
Union, the
club of Boston, and the Ameri
can Cotton Manufacturers' association
of Charlotte, N. C.
The conference
confined itself wholly to the conside
A new, scientific medical toilet tablet ration of questions pertaining to the
betterment of manufacturing
which
Draw Out all Inflammation and Soreness,
C. E. ANNIVERSARY
This remarkable foot bath remedy
Boston, Feb. 2. Public exerc'ses
is Superior to Powder, Plaster or were held today In celebration of the
, Salve and Is guaranteed to cure thlrt'eth anniversary of the United
Corns, Callouses, Bunions, Frostbites Society of Christian Endeavor. The
Chilblains, Ingrowing Nails, Tired, society was first organized in Wlllls- Aching, Swollen, Nervous,
Sweaty, ton church, Portland, Me., Feb. 2, 1881.
Bad Smelling feet
It now has branchea In every part of
Smaller Shoes Can Be Worn by the world and a total membership ex
using TIZ, because It puts and keeps ceeding 3,600,000.
the feat in perfect condition.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
TIZ is for sale at all druggists, 25
cents rfr box or direct If you wish Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
from Walter Luther Dodge & Co., Tablets. Druggists refund money If It
tails to( cure. . E. W. GROVE'S signaChicago, 111. For sale by all
ture Is on each box. 25e

Tender Feet

t

E.D0DL1NG
LIBEUUIT

THE WEST SIDE DOCTOR

SUED
A SPAN

EL INDEPENDIENTE,
. ISH NEWSPAPER

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 2. The su
preme court held a busy session
Those
present
again yesterday.
were:
Chief Justice Pope, Associate Jus
tices McFie, Parker, Abbott, Mechem,
At
Wright, Roberts. United State
David
J. Leahy, Attorney
torney
General Frank W. Clancy.
The court disposed of the fol
lowing:

Case No.

Marvin E. Wood- ling, plaintiff in error, vs. Secundino
Romero and Enrique H. Sal&zar, defendants In error; error to district
court San Miguel county. Writ of
error dismissed. The opinion Is by
Chief Justice Pope and la concurred
in by all the associate Justices. The
action was for libel and $5,000 in
damages was asked by Dr. Woodling
for an alleged libel printed in El
Las Vegas. Wood- case.
The syllabus said:
lost
the
ling
1. In an action
the
for libel
amount of damages alleged and
claimed in the complaint fixes "the
value of the property In dispute" for
the purposes of the laws of 1907,
Chapter 57, Section 34, which re
quires the record to be printed Wihere
the amount in dispute exceeds one
hundred dollars.
2Under rule 5, of this court, sec
tion 2. requiring the filing of the
printed record on or before the re
turn day, the absence of such a printed record on the call of the case for
argument will unless good cause be
shown for the omission, resuTt in the
dismissal of the writ of error.
Case No. 1341. J. H. Kingston and
W. D. Mahoney, appellees, vs. J. W.
Walters, appellant. Judgement 1b affirmed.. The opinion is toy Associate
Justice' Abbott and is concurred in
by all of the associate justices with
the exception ot Judge Mechem who
tried the case and as Chief Justice
Pope presided at the first trial he
did not participate either.
The case was an appeal from the
district court of Chaves county. The
syllabus says:
1.
The time of performance of a
written contract within the statute
of frauds may be enlarged by a subsequent oral agreement.
2. If one who is entitled to a payment within a time fixed by a wrlttea
agreement between 'himself and others f6r the sale of real estate, assures
those who are to make the payment,
before it becomes due, that they can
have a longer time within which to
make it than that stipulated in the
agreement, and they, relying on that
assurance, fail to make the payment
within such stipulated time, the payee
Is estopped from claiming a breach
of the agreement because of such
failure.
Case No. 1370. First National Bank
of Artesla, appellee, vs. The Home
Insurance company of New York, appellant. Appeal from district, court
of Eddy county.. Judgement affirmed.
The opinion is by Associate Justice
Mechem, all of the associate Justices
Justice
concurring therein. Chief
Pope having Iried the case did not
'
participate.
The syllabus says:
,
1.
In an action brought to recover
on a draft the complaint alleged that
the draft was drawn by an agent of
his principal, by authority of the
principal; that the draft was presented, payment refused and that
same is still unpaid, held to be good
on a demurrer for failure to state
facts sufficient to constitute a cause
of action, for the reason that "a draft
drawn, by an agent on bis principal
of the principal, is
by authority
equivalent to a draft drawn by the
principal himself and not accepted by
the drawee in order to bind it
2. By the provisions of Section
130, Chapter 83, of the laws of 1907,
known as Negotiable Instrument Act...
It is provided that where the drawer
and drawee are the same person
that a draft may be treated as a
promissory note, thus requiring no
1335.

,

-

pellant, appeal from the district court
of Bernalillo county. Judgment afThe opinion is written by
firmed.
Associate Justice Wright and Is concurred In by Chief Justice Pope and
all of the associate justices except
Justice Abbott who having tried the
case below, did not participate.
Pettine was Indicted for the crim
of murder by the grand Jury of Bernalillo county, the Indictment alleging in the usual form that on February 4, 1907, he killed and murdered
Benedito Berardinelll. To this indictment the defendant plead "Not
guilty" and was tried before a Jury
in November, 1908. The Jury returned a verdict finding the defendant
guilty of murder In the second
Pettine shot down Berardinelll
on one of the 'principal streets of
Albuquerque In broad daylight
Case No. 1367. Territory of Ne
Mexico vs. R. H. Hanna. Appeal dl
missed.
Case No. 1368. Territory of New
Mexico vs..R H. Hanna. Appeal lls
missed.

The court then adjourned until
o'clock today.
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BASKET BALL GAMES

B00KEDJ0R

MONTH

NEW MEXICO UNIVERSITY
AND
NORMAL CLASH PROMISES TO
BE FAST GAME

D

191

1

I0RATS SURE
mm

TO STUB TOES

M

ON TARIFF
'.11
DILEMMA FACING THEM IN THE
NEXT CONGRESS WILL LIKELY DISRUPT PARTY
"You democrats are going to have a
fine time revising the tariff," remarked
Judge Smith, of Iowa, to a group of
democrats in a hotel lobby
where
members of congress gather in large
numbers every evening.
"Right you are," agreed Representative Legare, of' South Carolina. "Our
predicament reminds me of an impossible situation in which I found myself when a boy.
"We had a fine lot of riding horses
on our place, and he barn was infested with rats, which kept the horses
nervous. Some one told me to tie a
bell around the neck of a rat, and he
would frighten1 away all the other rats
and give the horses some peace.
"I had no difficulty in catching a
rat; it was as easy as capturing the
house at the last election. How to
get the bell around the rat's neck was
quite as perplexing a problem then as
is the present problem of how democrats can get together on a proposition
to revise the tariff.
"After catching the rate I attempted
to hold him with one hand while with
the other I fastened the bell around
his neck. Mr. Rat promptly lacerated
my hand. A wit then told me to hold
the rat by both ears, and I would have
no difficulty fastening the bell around
his neck. I grabbed the ears all right
and held them fast, but there was the
bell on the floor; two hands were busy
with two small ears, and an audience
at the barn door looking at me.
"My situation then may fairly Illustrate what we democrats are up
against in the matter of tariff legislation. We've got the tariff by the
ears, holding fast with two hands'. All
we need to do is to revise It; take
the protection out of It; put it on a
tariff for revenue basis. The country Is' waiting for us and Just as sure
as ve let go with one hand the othe."
is going to be bitten and bitten hard,
and the republicans will watch the
performance with glee." Washington

QUNNY MONDAY
is as iar supenui iu uic
ordinary yellow laundry soap as the
p
is to the toy balloon.
modem
Yellow laundry soaps contain from
30 to 40 rosin. There's riot an ounce
in Sunny Monday
just choice fats and
vegetable oils.
air-shi-

The result Sumy Monday will not shrink
woolens and flannels, will not fade out colors,
will make your clothes whiter, sweeter
.and cleaner than they ever were before.
" Sunny

Monday Bubble
Will weih away your troubles

Unless something unforeseen occurs and demands the. changing of the
present plans the boysi from the territorial university at Albuquerque will
be here a week from Friday evening
to clash on the basketball court with
the Normal university. The two
teams have been trying to arrange a
gam.e here for several weeks but each
time they thought they had decided
upon a favorable occasion, a counter
attraction would bob up. The teams
are closely matched. The Normal will
welcome the game as a chance to get
even for Jhe defeat it received at Al
It la an assured fact the
buquerque.
fans will get their money's worth of
basketball. The gam- between the
Albuquerque high school girls and the
dainty maidens who represent Las Vegas High likqly will be played Friday
even'ng, February 17. The fans are
beginning to clamor for more basckct-bal- l
bui. they will get all, they want
Tiroes.
,
during this month.
,

Decision In Pettine Casei
Case No. 1306. The Territory
New Mexico vs. Antlmo Pettine

"

The N. K. Fairbank Company
Makers, Chicago

(SUvsirUec MJffellalKS,
WHOLESALE DEALERS- -

I CO

'o

TRADE

MARK.

'ONLY EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS IN NEW MEXIGO

,

DEPARTMENTS

SIX-COMPL-

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
I

NOT, A PAY OP BED,
Gramling, S. C. In a 'letter

from
Gramllng, Mrs. Lula Walden says: "I
was so weak before I began taking
Cardul, that it tired me to walk Just
a little. Since taking It, I do all the
housework for my family of nine, and
have not been in bed a day. Cardul
is the greatest remedy for women, on
earth." Weak women need Cardul.
It Is the Ideal woman's tonic, because
it Ifl especially adapted for women's
needs. It .relieves backache, headache, dragging feelings, and other feA few
male misery. Try Cardui.
doses will show you what it can do
for you. It may be Just what you

want.

HAIL ORDERS

Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all

LAS VEGAS,

business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75c per
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

2,000

lbs, or

Stoves, Vehicles

"WSSSKfr

ALBUQUERQUE,

SANTA ROSA

Retail Prices:- more, each delivery, 20c per 100
lbs., each delivery 25c per
lbs, sach delivery, 30c per
lbs, each delivery 40o per
lbs., each delivery, 60c per

to 2,000
to 1,000
50 lbs., to 200
Less than 50

1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs,

that pneumonia always results from a cold, but

Faust Budwelser beer !
on tap at the Opera Bar and Is ont
of the finest draft beers served over
any bar In the city.

SIX

USES-3

You are probably aware

Tony

Groceries, Hardware, implements,

DryJGoods

ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

lbs.

10

lbs.

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

you never heard of a cold resulting In
pneumonia when Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy was used. Why take th
risk when this remedy may be had

Harvesters, Star era and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office T01
Douglas Avenue.

for a trifle? For sale by all druggists.

i9ii Spring Models
In Ladies' Oxfords
Are now in and ready for your

'

)

A

inspection. The new season's
styles are very attractive and
include a large variety of desirable models, among which
are the following:

Patent Colt Skin Strap Pump,

with new Concave heel

nn
P'.UU

&

A

pretty Suede Oxford, new Cupid
last, Military heel, popular model....44,00
Patent Colt Skin Oxfords, in welt
or turn soles, with tip or plain toe. . . .P3 c
A popular model of Strap Pump in
patent leather, Military heel, for....3300

A

Black Velvet Pump, with ankle C
. ...vD4uu
strap, Military heel, at...
Black Suede Pump, with two ankle
rstraps and fancy bow. Military
-

heel,

at;:.;

V..

34UU

acceptance-- .
3. By the provisions of Section 12
of Chapter 62, of the Laws of 1901
every contract in writing imports con-

sideration.
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PRESENT MODELS

GAS, HEARTBURN AND
DYSPEPSIA

FOR MONUMENT
TO CARSON
THREE BIDS SUBMITTED AT

TRIN-

IDAD FOR STATUE OF FAMOUS
PIONEER AND SCOUT

.

.;'

Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 2. Bids for the
erection of a bronze statue of Kit
Carson, in the city park, were opened
yesterday in the city hall by Mayor
Daniel W. Taylor, the donor, W. R.
Lewla and the other members of the
special committee, named by the city
council, but the awarding' of the contract has been deferred for a short
time pending a decision about the
minor details and the receipt of another bid which was expected by mall.
Three bids upon the bronze figure
and pedestal complete were submitted. S. Gregory and Son of this city
bid $14,675 on a model showing the
noted scout standing at the side cf
his horse and upon the model show
ing Carson mounted the bid was
'S15.1T5. AiiciiHtim T.nkemnn of New
York City, a noted sculptor, who is
In the city awaiting the awarding of
the contract, submitted a bid of
$13,380 for the statue . and pedestal
complete. The Bills Brothers Monument company of Denver, associat
ed with the Bureau Brothers Bronze
company of Philadelphia, submitted
a bid of tll.100, J. Otto Schweizer
is the sculptor for this firm and S.
Asbjornep'ls the sculptor for the lo-car firm or S. Gregory and son. Tne
J. W. Fisk Iron Works .of Denver
submitted a bid of $7,100 oh the
pedestal alone "and the Denver Marble and Granite company submitted
a bid of $3,900 for the same work.
The bid of the Paul W. Norris com- nanv of Rridarenort. Oonn.. has not
yet arrived, but is expected soon.
Plaster parts models of the statue
arrived here yesterday. Two are the
and two
work of Sculptor
are models made by Sculptor Schweizer. In addition to these models
scores of photographs of numerous
signs nave Deen receiveu.
The plaster parls models have been
on exhibition in the city hall since
their arrival and have atrtacted much
attention. One of Sculptor Lukeman's
models
shows the noted pioneer at
the side of his horse. Carson Is
shown with his hand on the pommel
of his saddle, his rifle in his left
is
hand. The neck 'of the horse
bowed, his nose almost touching
The second Lukeman
arm.
model shows Carson as the general
mounted. This design has attracted
much favorable comment because of
the characteristic action depicted by
the horse. The sculptor has caught
the characteristic attitude of the amCrltls,
ble of the western horse.
have indicated that Carson
Is holding the reins In his right hand,
la pointing with his left and that
his rifle Is slung on the left hand
side, a position that would not be
man. The
d
assumed by a
sculptor's reasons for this, however,
were based upon the direction he understood that the statue would face.
The Schweizer models are both of
a more dramatic type and depict subjects more, as a scout than a soldier.
The model showing Carson mounted,
and
depicts the horse with head high
nostrils distended, the rider peering
anxiously into the west, both alert
for lurking danger. The one showing
Carson dismounted conveys the same
ingeneral Idea. One rather striking
mod- In
these
noted
been
has
congruity
Car-son-

's

right-hande-

,

MANHATTAN

You can eat anything your stomach
craves without fear of Indigestion or
dyspepsia, or that your too will ferment or sour on your stomach, It you
will take a little Dlapepstn occasion'
ally.
v
Your meals will taste good, and any
thing you eat will be digested; noth
lug can ferment or turn Into acid or
poison or stomach gas, which causes
belching, dizziness, a feeling of full
ness after eating, nausea, indigestion
(like a lump of lead In stomach), bil
iousness, heartburn, ' water brash,
pains In stomach and Intestines or
other symptoms.
Headaches from the stomach are
absolutely unknown where this effective remedy is used. Dlapepsln really
does all the work of a healthy stomach. It digests your meals when your
stomach can't A single dose will
digest all the food you eat and leave
nothing to ferment or sour and upset
the stomach.
case of Pape's
Get a large
Dlapepsln from your druggist and
start, taking now, and in a little while
you will actually brag about
your
healthy, strong stomach, for you
then can eat anything and everything you want without the slightest
discomfort or misery, and every particle of impurity and gas tnat is In
your stomach and Intestines is going
to be carried away without the use of
laxatives or any other assistance.
Should you at this moment be suffering from indigestion or any stomach disorder, you can get relief within
five minutes.
els. Carson Is shown as wearing a
filled cartridge' belt and also a powder
horn. It is probable that the contract
will be awarded in a few days, though
It is not unlikely that certain altera-

tions from whatever design is accepted
will be' made, to allow It to conform
more closely to Mayor Taylor's and
the committee's ideas and the place
where the statue is to stand.
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ADVERTISED LETTER
LIST
,

Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending Jan. 27, 1911.
JJrs. Dora Adams; B. B. Fearrup;
Mis. Dinnislo Castellano; Mrs. C. .1.
Duffy; Manda Evans; Mrs. Win. H.
Gordon; E. E. Gooding; Pablo Gallegos; Miss Edith Millnler; Pablo Mar-queMiss Lucy Mares; Miss Juanlta
;
C. de Martinez; Don Florenclo
Demetrlo R. Martinez; Rev. E.
A. Palmer; J. D. Powers; Eucher Pigeon; Mrs. Ella E. Printer; Mrs. R.
Schmitt; Mrs. Inez Sanders; Robt. E.
Mrs. L.
Sanders; J. P. Thompson;
Touns; Miss Mary Taylor; Victor
; Miss Agnes Wlldensteln.
When calling for the above letters
please ask or "Advertised Letters."
-

Mon-tano-

Va-rel- a

F. O. BLOOD,
TO MEET IN MILWAUKEE
Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 2. A
attendance Is expected

record-breakin-

g

at
the annual convention of the National
Canners' association to be held In this
city next week. In connection with
Supthe convention the Machinery
plies Association will join in the several sessions. The organization work
work of the canners and allied industries during the past year has made
great progress and the approaching
convention promises to be the most
important as well as the largest In
the history of the canning Industry in
America.

Moneyriakers
NEED

Good Digestion

Sound Sleep
Steady Nerves

If coffee ' interferes and it does with a great many
use
wouldn't it be good judgment to quit the coffee and
well-mad-

e

POSTUM
Quite a number yes, thousands of keen business men
have found from experience

"There's a Reason"

MAY

CEASE TO BE
--""HIS

AN ISLAND

VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed jealthful- nesa without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly S00
days of sunshine in the year.
The water supply U abundant and pure, furnished by moan-taistreams or from well of no great depth.

Grows Hair
and we can

n

PROPOSED TO JOIN SITE OF NEW
YORK TO LONG ISLAND BY
FILLING IN EAST RIVER
New York, Feb. 2. Manhattan as
an individual Island may soon cease
to exist., Whether, however, It Is to
become a part of the main continent
from which It Is now separated by ttie
Hudson river, or to join Long Island
from which the East river now parts
it, is highly conjectured. Some years
ago Thomas A. Edison proposed the
abolishment of the East river by filling it in from Hell Gate to the Battery. Now in view of the lack of
c
docking space for huge
liners in the Hudson, the scheme
has been revived again In connection
with the latter stream. Were either
of the rivers abolished, It is pointed
out, it would be possible to build docks
of almost unlimited length across the
southern 6nd of the city, instead of
placing them as is done at present in
New York's two main rivers whose
narrowness makes it impossible to
give them sufficient length. The adop
tion of such a plan would Involve the
filling In of nearly eight square miles
now occupied by water, and the expenThe va
diture of some $500,000,000.
lue of the made land would, however,
far exceed the cost of the undertakIng, and Incidentally would go far to
solve the
problem of
congested population, wUch, It Is es
timated, will reach a total of 12,000,000
by 1930. Engineers who have been
consulted declare the enterprise to be
perfectly practical and absolutely de
manded by the future needs of the
city. Certainly the idea is a tremend
ous conception and may be a great
factor In the traffic problems which
are now perplexing New York.
"Safety" Hat Pins
That the eyes, to say nothing of
the other features of mere man, may
soon, be made safe In this city at least
from the deadly hatpin over which so
much controversy has raged of late
now seems probable. While such a
result will be hailed with joy by all
members of the sterner sex, it will
owe its achievement to the women
themselves, as was evidenced this
week in one of the strangest hearings
which ever took place in the alder-manichamber of the city hall. For
more than three hours the city fathers examined all sorts of safety devices calculated to take the sting from
the lenrthy hatpin. Representatives
of one hundred and sixteen women's
clubs appeared against the hatpin and
all
gave the municipal lawmakers
sorts of Information and arguments
which the m.ajority admitted
they
could not understand without the aid
of their wives. Numerous substitutes
for the etllleto-llk- e
pin were shown,
the most 'remarkable being a comb-lik- e
arrangement to be worn Inside
the hat Intended to grasp and release
its grip upon the hair at the will of
the wearer. Unfortunately this new
devise while It succeeded in gripping
the hair of its exhibitor refused to
release It with the result that the hat
in which It was being demonstrated
had to be cut from its wearer's head.
That the long hatpin evil is a real
one, however, was shown by the hundreds of complaining letters which the
aldermen had received. One from a
plumber caused considerable merri
ment. "A big fat female put her hat
pin Into my neck in the subway," said
the writer, "and the blood ran for ten
She just laughed and when
minutes.
I .didn't like it she wanted to have me
put off." Two other men, It appeared,
however, saved him from such an ln- trans-Atlanti-

ever-growin-g

c

gloriue

fate.

Further Economy Impossible
According to Samuel W. Allerton,
the millionaire fend former meat packers, there is nothing new so far as the
packing industry is concerned, in the
proposal for Increased industrial econ
omy through the employment of efficiency experts which has aroused so
much
controversy since Attorney
Brandels injected it as an issue in the
railway rate hearings. The savings
that result from the simplification of
waste have been carried further in
this business than In' any other, in the
opinion of the veteran stockman. "I
used to ship live cattle to New York,"
he says by way of Illustration, "and
they had to be fed twice on the way.
Even the shrinkage was sixty to seventy' pounds on each animal or two
per cent on the net weight of the beef.
Now the packer pays freight on only
sixty-fiv- e
per cent of the weight as a
a result of the use of refrigerator cars
and of methods for utilizing all by
products.' As a result of the great Improvements In the way of
machinery a packing plant costs mil
lions of dollars where once it could
labor-savin-

Postom Cereal Company, Ltd., Battle Greek, Michigan.

LAS VEGAS

VANISH

g

The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen Inchet,

PROVE IT!

aver-

age, occurring principally In July and august.
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being generally sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
wnere conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, j proving to be suc-

cessful here, a large ares being under cultivation.
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surrounding the city Is now being constructed.
Mining developments In the adjacent mountain are showing up very promising values. Bui Iding stone of superior quality 1
quarried nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, w hich Is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost
Stock raising Is a profitable business.'
In this
A great natural pleasure ground abounds
National
Forest, with its grand scenery, Its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are
open all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
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IF

I HADECZEMA

I'd wash it away with that mild,
soothing liquid, D. D. D.. Trial bottle.
25c. Relieves all kinds of skin trouble,
cleansing away the Impurities and
clearing up the complexion as noth
ing else can. ;
Yes. If I had any kind of skin trou
ble I'D USE D. D. D- K, D. Goodall.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
.
rels on the bar.

Pnl wrilM ia JnMao.

u loliawfi

,)

NOW at all druggists la three
Ize 25c, 50c and $1.00

per bottle

Danderlne

enjoy
greater ale than
any other one preparation regardlea of kind
or brand, and it baa a much greater cale thaa
ia th
all of the other hair preparation
world combined.

UNION PACIFIC TO
DOUBLE TRACK

ia to the

"When I began uilog Danderlna mj taatr
would not come to my thoulderaaud now
It la away below mj ulpa."
AaouW (roo NxarL, N. J.
I hare been mine Danderlne regularly.
WbenI Int Mr led to uie It 1 had Terr little balr.nowl have the moit beautiful lone
and (hick hair anyone would want to have."

J
be built for $150,000, but the result
has been the Introduction of vast
economies which have been of benefit
to all the people of the country
they have enabled this business- to be
conducted on a very narrow margin
In this respect, he holds, the packing
interests have been pioneers in
movement which many other Industries are only beginning to adopt
Private Prize Fights
Wealthy New Yorkers wjth sporting
procilivltles are soon to have an opportunity to enjoy the surroundings of
luxurious exclusiveness In encounters
between professional exponents of the
fistic art to witness which it has been
necessary for them heretofore to jour
ney to Nevada or other points remote
from Broadway. The plan by which
this is to be accomplished includes the
organization of a sporting club to
which only men of wealth and social
standing yii be admitted. Nothing
so vulgar as a prize fight of course will
be permitted Jo occur within the sac
red precincts of the club's quarters
but there la nothing In the New York
law to prevent boxing bouts of any
specified number of rounds where the
contest Is not a public affair and it is
safe to predict that those who enter
tain the select member tof the sport
ing "400" w.ill have no reason to complain on the slz4 of the purses offered.
Many prominent society men are
accomplished
pugilistic
themselves
amateurs and they, as well as the pro
fessionals, will participate in the
bouts that are to be pulled off. The
whole undertaking is to be managed
in such a way as to attract as little
attention as possible from the outside
public, and the first and most strin
gent rule of the club will be "reporters
not admitted."
New Animals for Zoo
While New York's Zoo has Just lost
two laughing hyenas, whose tempers
had become as soured as those of
professional humorists are reputed to
be, so that It became necessary to put
them to death, the loss is to be more
than made good by the acquisition
which the Museum of Natural History
has just made, of three specimens of
what is claimed to be the rarest anim
al in existence. This is the African
okapl, .first reported to Stanley and
other African exDlorera but long be
lieved to be a myth. The popular de
scrlptlon of the animal shows that it
has a head like a giraffe, a neck, and
forequarters like a horse, and a flank
and legs like a zebra. The specimens
now on their way to this city include
a male, female and a calf, and mate
rials from their native habitat are being shipped with them, so that the
group may be placed in a setting to
look as natural as possible. These
rare trophies were secured by the
financed for the
Congo expedition
museum by J. Plerpont Morgan, John
n. Rockefeller and a number of other
millionaires. Efforts were made to se
cure a living specimen, but this was
impossible as the animal Is one of
the wildest as well as one of the rarest
known and only three white men have
ever seen a living okapl so far as is
known.

U

freeb ehower
liir
it
aunahine ara lo vegetation.
to thi roota, invigoratea ana
got
and
etrengtbene them. Its eahilarating, atimulating
pro pert iea cauM the hair to grow
abundantly long, atrong and beautiful. It at
once impart
aparkling brilliancy end vol
itv mliivH ta the hair, and a tew week
uae will cauae new hair to aprout all over the
acalp. Uae it every day tor a anon unw,
alter which two or three time a week will
- m
Ira wmbiwi w
you deaire.

DANDERINE

I

I

cut

FREE To how how quickly Duwlarln!
acta, we will aend a large aam.l
pie free by return mail to anyone who 1
aenda thia tree coupon to ine
KKOWLTOR

DANDERINE

CO.,

CHICAGO,

with their name and addrea and
in auver or atamps to pay postage.

III, I
10c

TO COAST
PARALLEL LINES FROM MISSOURI
RIVER TO FRISCO WILL
'
COST $75,000,000
New York, Feb.

2.

For the Special Trade

i

The executive

committees of the Union Pacific and
Southern Pacific lines a few days ago
voted to complete double tracking of
the lines from the Missouri river ,to
San Francisco. They also voted to
double track, the Oregon Short Line
from the junction iwth the Union Pacific! main line at Granger, Wyo., to
Huntington, Ore., also the line along
the Columbia river In Oregon to Port

Brandies W his keys Wines
3

Brandy
Peach Brandy

the lines as just determined upon

Different Brands
of Bourbon and

Claret

Rye, so we have

Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Nierstelner
Imperial Rine Wines

your brand.

(BP EU$R B M

and Salina and at one time

'

Q. H. Mumms it Co.
Pommery
Great Wests
Sauterners'
Virginia Dare

Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine

will aggregate upwards of $75,000,000.
There have been rumors for some
time that the Union Pacific was planning on double tracking its line

through Kansas and cutoffs were pre
valent but nothing could be confirmed.
The announcement that the road
will double track from the Missouri
river to San Francisco, is not a surprise to railroad men.
In the last few years the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe has built, extended and double tracked its lines all the
way from Chicago to the coast From
Chicago to Newton, Kan., the entire
line Is double tracked. Millions are
being spent In the west for two tracks
and for block signals.
This aroused the Union Pacific.
The
Now comes the Rock Island.
Rock Island with Its valuable agree
ment with the Southern Pacific enters
California with some of the greatLikewise
est trains in the country.
the Rock Island has spent millions improving its California service and Im
proving traffic conditions. The Rock
Island also made traffic agreements
with the new Western Pacific lines
and In this manner attracts freight
shipments to the west
Meanwhile the Union Pacific has
been spending Its time preparing for
safety the watchword Of the road.
But it has not been spending money
for double tracking.
The announcement that $75,000,000
will be spent for better traffic condi
tions to San Francisco comes as an
other fulfillment of the desires of Har-riman.
It puts the Union Pacific in complete
control of the great northwest and Is
a vicious slap at the old enemy the
Hill lines. This war between the
Harriman lines and the Hill lines has
been going on for years. A $75,000,000
expenditure for double tracks will
cause consternation In the north.
The world's fair in San Francisco is
another reason brought forth for the
new construction work. If San Francisco entertains the world's fair visit
ors according to plans It means that
millions will travel across the country from the east. The Union Pacific
will make a strenuous bid for the trav
el. A double track to be completed
in five years will swing to their lines
an Immense patronage.

17

Apple Brandy
Apricot Brandy
5 Stars
California Brandy

land.
The cost of the double tracking of

plans were made for this work. ; Then
came the rate fight before the interstate commerce commission and all
railroad work ceased.
Meanwhile the Union Pacific shipand
ped millions of ties to Topeka
Salina. The big treating plant is in
Topeka and the ties were stored in
branch lines
Salina. Rumors of

Star Hennessy

C. T. FARLEY, Prop.

i

If it may be termed a science

include a means of presenting the

The

Science of
Selling

Farms

must

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

OPTIC

MMMM WANT

COLUMNS

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
.

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
of those who' MIGHT BUY the particular thingis worth most.

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some-- ,
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper) want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
and furniture, article of usefulness of any
, used machinery
and
musical
instruments.
sort,
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finder's of the
best markets!

Try an Ad. in The Optio'o
"IVah'i Columna"
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Sue

possibly other poets who made, roughthe last quarter of the
ESTABLISHED. 1I7
eighteenth and the first half of the
CENTENARY
nineteenth centuries resplendent in
PUBLISHED BY !" V
England are dead and their places
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
The Journal!!, of Another Generation was Morn 1UO years
have been filled by Austin and Wat(iHOOHPOUATBDl
Ago ToiiirowHU Impress ou His CountrySome
and
OalUenne
Le
and
son, Kipling
M. M. PADGETT.
utiniate Page From His Lile
,
..Editor the othej1 writers, to recall whom one
must. rack his brainy, if not consult
the biographical encyclopedias.
Just a hundred years ago tomorrow easy outdoor life, was a steady drain
As to America, it may be admitted, Horace Greeley, a journalist of an upon his resources Hitler than a paycmara it th Poitoffic at East for. it must be, that there are no other generation, was born.
ing investment, the Vwner Is aaid
Laa Ve8, New Mexico, for
He had great contemporaries in to have figured; the, cost, of his.resh
transmit, Longfellows or Lowells, no Whittiers
elon throuBh the United Statea Mail or
Bryants or Poes alive today, when his great calling, but none of them eggs at $2.19 a dozen, u
aa aecond data matter.
one measures the quantity and quality impressed himself so profoundly on
In his famoum'Assl8t-and-He!p- "
of the work of those Titans of the the journalism of the country as did editorial Sir.- Greeley tells us that of
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES
literature of poetry with the verse Greeley; people did not quote the all he lent In but one instance was
Oally Per Year, by Carrier ....7.60 of the
present day. But this Is very Tribune, but its editor. Nor was it a return made him,' when $5 .came
tally Per Month, by Carrier... .85 far from admitting that the noble only his white coat and tie awry, his back
unexpectedly but his surpmj
DailyPar Week, by Carrier .. .15 race of poets is dying out or that shuttling manner and squeaky voice, faded as he looked at the letter
head
WteKly Optic and Stock Grower,
real poetry is not being written every which made him a "character" in the and saw it had been written from an
2.00
.far rear, by Mail
day in the year by scores of writers land; it was the acumen and noneaty insane asylum.
Six Months
1.00 who have drunk from the same Pier
behind the extremely personal articles
The Tribune was published, nut
Advertisers are guaranteed, the ian
which furnished the in which he penned and those excessive- from the site before which the hit
spring
larBeat dally and weekly circulation
spiration to the great masters of. the ly frank "open letters" which he di- J. Q. A. Ward's colossal bronze of the
of any newspaper in northeastern New
past. The truth is that an Immense rected to public men of today. That benevolent faced founder now rises
Mexico.
amount of work of the poets of the weak and
R'jw crowds, but
husky voice, moreover, was above the Park
Golden Age was the merest verse; if heard on the lecture
corner
at 30 Ann street
and
the
the
around
platform
Colorado Telephone
it were submitted to the dlscriminat
In half the states of It was at first a small sheet of faur
political
stump
Dullness Office
Main 2 Ing editors of any high-clas- s
maga- the
Union, while the tireless
pen pages of five columns each, put out
Editorial Rooms
Main 2 zines in this country today it would
aa
at a penny, but it grew both In size
for
other
(working
papers
readily
Editor
Society
.....Main 2 be "returned with thanks," and very
as his own) kept him before a yet and price with the soon follDwlng
properly so. Nor is the force of this
uudienee. If Mr. Greeley was years, selling in war times for four
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1911.
truth lessened In any degree by the larger
not
the
greatest editor America has cents- "We with difficulty gave away
further very probable fact that If
he certainly was her fore 5,000 copies of No. 1," wrote h'r
produced
CONOJtESS AND
much of the work now being turned
most
advocate and controv Greeley, long after, "and there were
political
out and turned down were submit
then just 600 names on our subscripted as "hitherto unpublished" speci ersialist.
He was a type of that hard, reso-- tion list." Within the month 6,000
There are, of course, higher prizes mens of the genius of the great poets
which we call "self copies were called for daily, and an
than election r? congress for whUh of the past they would be eagerly lute training
men may strive, but ou general prin- snapped up by those same discrimin- made," and "odd looking" he surely other week saw the ancleni presses
was. The late Col. A. K. McClure, pushed to their capacity of 12,000.
ciples it may safely be contended ating editors.
of the same
that the man who is chosen by two If the unbiased critic is forced to who was often with him has describyear
or three hundred thousands of his admit that much of what passes for ed his appearance at one of the na (1841) saw the Log Cabin and 'the
fellow citizens to represent them in poetry, coming from pens of the mod tional conventions to which they had New York merged into a weekly edi
tion of the Tribune, a sheet which
the national legislature has achieved ern masters, Is only verse, he is equal- gone as brother delegates:
a very considerable degree of success ly forced to admit that much of what He was clad in fine clothes that almost instantly came into a position
of a substantial and exalted char- is modestly called verse, coming Is, they were costly and elegant In of wide influence, especially In the
acter. Statistics in connection with from the pens of present day writers, everything but fit and tlhe careless rural districts. For years it averaged
the forthcoming dinner of University io really poetry. The magazines and way in which they were worn. His a circulation of 100,000, while dur
of Michigan alumni in honor of the the newspapers print an amazing hat
was
a '
broad ing the hot debates of the days Im
alumni In congress throw a very in- - quantity of what may be called poems brimmed fuzzy "fur;" his coat was mediately preceding the war between
of the best broadcloth, the states, and in the opening months
ereeting sidelight on both sides of as a generic name. All of it, or any swallow-taile- d
the question of the efficacy of a col- considerable part ,of it, cannot in but certainly large enough for myself, of that great struggle it time and
lege or university education on suc the nature of things be real poetry, who was three Inches taller,, with 50 again reached 250,000 a week. It was
cess in life. It is especially notable for real poetry is not turned out in pounds moreweight; his shirt collar the Republican Bible throughout the
that the University of AJichigan it wholesale quantities. But the reaJ was of prodigious size with an im North.
test of poetry is the scrapbooks of mense bUck silk handkerchief as a
self should have twenty-sevey
First Whig, then
alumni
Whig
what reaches
in congress and that 193 members ol those who treasure
a
so
loose that and then Republican, the Tribune was
knot
in
tied
necktie,
' and
their
hearts
and
the It had worked around
minds,
that body are college and university
directly under strongly individualized always; the
scrapbooks hold none of the long, art- his left ear. His pants and vest were mirror at once of the editor's char
graduates.
But this number is only one or two ificial literary works of the more of excellent material, but apparently acter and ambitions. Since Greeley
more than half of the total, so that famous writers of either the past or intended for a much larger man- disapproved of theaters the paper for
tue present. Literary styles change
there are two sides to the question,
on to add that, above long would take no advertisements
he
But
goes
they are changed by habits of thought
all this outward seeming, he never from them, and since he held colle
though neither side disproves the and
people are not thinking and feel
other. For Instance, it will not do to
saw
"a more benignant or lovely face, giate training as a wholly unnecessary
ing allopathically in these days. They
point to the 200 (In round numbers) think and feel to the point, and the clearly proclaiming every attribute "frill" in a man's life," so the paper
ever spoke in favor of manual train
j"jembers of congress who are not point may be as beautiful and lnsplr of kindliness and manliness."
Greeley never saved anything. Dif ing and in opposition to the classics
university graduates and say that a ing as the poet can make it There
steady
university education does not help in are more versifiers than ever before, ficult as he at first found it to It was strongly
attaining this form of success in but there still are poets in the world make money, he found it more dif- in its fight aigainst capital punishment.
life, for there are the 193 undisput ror real poetry is written on peo- ficult to accumulate. When the Tri outspoken in approval of home nila
ed graduates of colleges and univers ple's hearts, and so long as there bune had
established itself as a for Ireland, and tireless in its advo
ities, the best in the country. There shall be hearts waiting for a message thoroughly sound proposition he part cacy of strict Sunday observance,
are some curious absences from the there will be poets to deliver it.
ed with a half Interest for $2,000; New York might lean ever so strongly
o
when it was seven years old he own to free trade; the Tribune from the
list of universities honored by the
ed but a third of It; in '60 this had first was aggressively protectionist.
of
their
alumni In congress.
presence
New York, as a financial center, might
The universities of only seven of the BONESET AND SASSAFRAS fallen to something less than
dozen be ever so conservative; the Tribune
and in another
forty-sistates In the Union are repAn Optic reader urges that there
resented in the statistical list, though
years only six tof the one hundred was fearlessly radical even to the
would be less sickness if the people
this is known to be inaccurate in
shares stood in his name. At that extent of advocating a Universalis!
would return to the old fashioned
"some Instances. But the fact remains
time the paper had invested $382,000 church and "Fourierism." As to the
remedies.
"Everybody," he says. in real estate and paid its owners an latter, Greeley's lifelong
that the state universities of many of
theme, in
to be drinking boneset tea,
the greatest states in the Union can- "ought and
average profit of $50,000. Greeley al- deed, might be given as the emanci
night
morning."
used his credit recklessly, in- pation of labor emancipation from
not be Included.
Were you ever so old fashioned as ways
dorsed paper for anyone Who asked, Ignorance, vice and poverty as well
But the University of MloMgaa to drink boneset tea? If
you were, it
with twenty-seve-n
alumni In congress, was not your fault, of course, but be and lent prodigally whether to the as from industrial servitude.
The
Add to such things as these the
Harvard with sixteen, Yale and the cause you had old fashioned parents deserving or to adventurers.
New
near
York,
at
editorial capacity for noisy storms of
farm
of
Chappaqua,
University
Virginia with fifteen who belonged to. that school of medi
each, lowJ university with ten, the cine that regarded boneset tea as a was the sole home he ever owned, temper and floods of Billingsgate, as
University of Wisconsin and Cumber sure cure for all the Ills that beset and that, while, a comfort to him In
(Continued on Page Five)
that he kneely enjoyed its free-anland university with
nine
ea?h. childhood's happy hours.
Georgetown with eight, Columbia and
Nobody ever took boneset tea from
the University of Chicago with seven choice.
It Is not as bad to taste,
each, half a dozen or more with ave says this particular advocate and deTODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
each and eleven with four each, test- fender, "as quinine-- But that must
ify eloquently to the place college be regarded as an ex parte statement,
men are filling in this department of as the lawyers call It. You may find
Native steers $5.25 6.50; southern
flONEY AND STOCKS
pub!io life eveu though it 'e s'aown it not difficult to believe that noth
steers $55.90; southern cows $3.25
2.
Feb.
Call
New
money,
York,
col- ing could possibly taste worse than
with equal forcefulness that
4.50; native cows and heifera $3.25
mercan
2
cent.
2
Prime
per
in the old
lege education is not a sine qua non. quinine, administered
6; stockers and feeders $4.505.80;
Mexican
cent.
tile
per
paper
At the very worst, there are as many fashioned way, unless you have tried
$45.25; calves $4.758.25;
Su- bulls
dollars 45. Amalgamated 65
a dose of boneset tea.. '
"
or
college men as
western steers $56; western cows
106
Great
119
Atchison
gar
Nevertheless, in those Good Old
men In congress and the
York $3.255.
129
New
success of the latter is all the more Days when no home was regarded as Northern, pfd.
Hogs 9,000, market five to ten lowNorth
159,
115.
Central
Reading
creditable in view of the fact that complete without the old Tashloned
er.
Bulk $7.307.40;
heavy $7.25;
Pacific
127
Southern
medicine chests," boneset tea was ern Pacific
they achieved it despite the handicap
packers nd butchers $7.307.42
179
Pacific
Steel
120
Union
looked
as
infallible for every
upon
of no having a college equipment.
Hgbt $7.357.45.
81
pfd. 120
But when we consider the total num thing from "a misery" to warding off
Sheep 5,000, market ten lower! Muthe pneumonia.
It was the great
ttons $3.754t30; lambs $5.255.75;
ber of college men in the country In
winter remedy.
When the children
flETAL
fed wethers and yearlings $45.25;
comparison with the vast number of
at
wet feet, bone
with
reported
night
New York, Feb. 2 Lead, dull, $4.40 fed western ewes $3J
e
men, it is seen at a glance set tea at bedtime was
prescribed
4.50; standard copper, quiet, suot
that relatively the college men have
as a punishment, perhaps, but and March $11.9012. 10. Silver 52.
partly
all the best of It in congressional rep
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
always as a remedy, whether for wet
resentation.
feet, coughs, colds, ague, chills, or
Chicago, Feb. 2. Cattle 6,000 ten
o
wool
an appetite that had been working
pafif to twenty-fiv- e
lower. Beeves $4.
St. Louis, Feb. 2. Wool, market 6.80; Texas steers
overtime.
$45 25; western
ARE POETS DYING OUT?
And in the springtime, you remem unchanged. Territory and western steers $4.305.50; stockers and feedmediums 2123; fine mediums 1719; ers $3.705.65;
ber If you remember boneset tea
cows,and heifers $2.60
Dr. George Lewes Mackintosh of
fine 1213.was
tea
that
sassfras
The
substituted.
5.80; calves
Wabash college declares with some-thinabout that old
Hogs 28,000; markel'slow. five to ten
of the
fervor of redeeming feature
fashioned school of "home doctoring"
liwer. Light, 7.357.65;i mixed. $7.25
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
the discoverer that the present liter was that it believed in
sassafras tea
7.65; heavy $7 7.50;
rpugh $7
Chicago, Feb. 2. Wheat, May 96
ary age is not producing poets of the as the spring remedy instead' of stick
7.15; good to choice heavy $7.157.50;
93
50;
Corn,
May
July
who
of
those
made the eigh
caliber
ing to tne ooneset tfrtnii the year
Ju.'y 32 pigs $7.407.85.
July 51. Oats, May 33
teenth century illustrious in England around. ;
u
a
NaSheep'10,000, market steday.
'
$18.37
May,
Pork,
July
or cf the Immortal New England
tive
western
$2.404.30;
$2.254.30;
Lard, May $9.85; July
$17.82
group of the first half of the nineyearlings $4.40 4.50; . lambs, native
When her child is in danger a wo $9.75. Ribs, May $9.85; July $9.05.
teen ih century. But the trouble with man 'will riak her 'life to
$4.256,10; western $4.256.05.
protect it.
this tliscovery is that it discovers too No great act of heroism or risk of life
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
mufk. Pope and Dryden,! Keats and Is necessary to protect a child from
Finch's fJnlrtnn WaiMIn Ptr md
Give Chamberlain's
Cough
Kansas City, Feb. 2. Cattle 4,000, "jijthe wood. Direct from distillery
Shejley, Burns and Tennyson, Cowper croup.
all danger is avoided.
and
Remedy
including 100 southerns, market weak. tb jou. At the Lobby', of course.
andjSouthey, Byron and Scott and For sale by all druggists.
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every desired featureDr alt other
typewriting machines into one, and compare it,
feature With feature, working parwith working
part, with the .

"INCORPOE

A

(1

UNDERWOOD
STANDARD

TYPEWRITER
and 'the UNDERWOOD stands out as
the best machine one permitting the

greatest latitude of work, doing more
and better work per given effort, and is

-

"The Machine You Will
Eventually Buy''

1

JT IS mechanically perfect. It stands up under
every trying condition and is simple in construction. The Underwood Type Bar Stroke has
but three, elements: the Key Lever, Connecting
Link and Type Bar.
a ill .u

Underwood Typewriter Company

Anti-Slaver-

n

.

INCORPORATED

John Rogers,

feoff

2

44

"self-made-

2
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This is Shoe
Week

IJJ

ENTIRE STOCK including

all sizes, affgrades and all numbers reduced.
exchange any shoe bought, we take pleasure in giving
you a perfect fit. This is unquestionably the biggest bargain sale of
?
high shoes we have ever had.
-

..

To Women
"

if
to wear good shoes if you are
willing to pay $3.19 for a Dair
.
!
l
thaturill
u
u
we
Ak,
J"u
picase yvu,
give you a cnance right now to
the
values
ever
saw at the price. We'll give you
get
greatest
you
choice of our 1,500 pairs in black vici or gun metals, patents, oxfordsyour
or
snues Heavy or iigni weignis, tne Dest and newest styles of the season all
gouu manes ana guaranteed aosoiuteiy to give you satisfaction. , It's the
nest cnance you'll get this year to buy a pair j of the best shoes made for
much. less than their actual value. Anv of the following can h h.n s
...
"
i
0
ism noiucner, Button or straight Lace.

fP

YOU like
-

....

To

EEReedSCa.
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We Have to Offer
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U
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Las Vegas

mi at Bacharachs

three-twentieth-

x

4

Exclusive Agent,

i

.

1

x

all' I
a

it s

$4.50 and $5.00, Cravenette,, Suede, Velvet, Patent Kid, Gun. Metal, French
Kid, Tan Calf, Patent Colt, Shoes
or Oxfords As to E E Lasts sizes 2 to 8

I

$3.95

$3.50, $3.75 and $4.00 Patent Colt, Patent
Kid, Vici Kid, Gun Metal, Tan Calf,

French Kid", Goodyear Welt or
i!. . .
HandTurned

tfQ&T,')'.''

..... (JQ

11

"
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Made by Krippendorf, Diimann, Reeds, Zieeler
Brothers and Selby Shoe Co, , .

'(
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515-51- 7
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: THE APPROACH
OF

t Cold mornings

PERSONALS

,

WINTER

uJ

and nights J

Taii.;
was

city today.
Paul MoCormick, who has a ranch POLICE
near Chaperito, was in town today

purchasing supplies.
In Albu
B. Franklin, who reside
querque, Is among the business Visitors in Las Vegaa today.
Mrs. Lelan,d of Philadelphia, who
has been stopping here for soma time,
left last night for El Paso.
Aden Rosenberry, who resides on a
homestead near Wagon Mound, was a
visitor in Las Vegas today.
Hector M. Kearney " of Watrous
drove to Las Vegas today in his big
touring car. He was accompanied by
a party of Watrous people.
District Attorney Charles W. Q.
Ward is expected to return tomorrow
from Santa Fe where he has been on
busuiesa berore tho supreme court
W. W. Mayes, an attorney who re
sides In Tucumeari, Is in Las Vegaa
Mr. Mayes a copying 5:m
on a yil-V-.
Miguel county records for use In Quay
'
county.

is a panacea. No cold remedy known bringsabout surer
or more certain relief. No
family should be without a
box of A. D. S. Cold and
Grippe Remedy. 25c box at
GO.

Pbone Main a

WE HAVE A
NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT

Dr. and Mrs. S. A. Northwood
Wagon Mound were here today
meet Mrs. John Northwood, who

HH

BEET
PORK
MUTTON
VEAL
CHICKENS
HAMS AND
BACON

of

to
ar-

rived from her home in Chatham, Ontario, to spend some time as their
guest.
J. R. Pratt and J. R. Hill, retired
lumber men of Gulfport, Miss., are
here for an extended visit to Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Hand in his ranch at Los
Alamos. jThey may decide to make
investments in New Mexico.
Otto El Fell,, who was deputy to Lo
renzo Delgado, clerk , of the probate
court, for 'several months, Is now lo
cated in Phoenix. He has written
friends here that he is getting along
nicely (and his health, is improving.
Lyden B. Burt, who has been work
ing f r the Santa Fe in San Francisco
for several months, has returned to
Las Vegas.J Mr. Burt recently sus
tained a severe fracture of his knee
while at his work. He is a
T of Juan Silva.B. F.
Alderman
Forsythe came in
a
today from his ranch and spent' the
day transacting business and visiting
his friends. Mr. Forsythe is pleased
with the progress made by the sewer
construction movement. II thinks
the plan adopted by .he committee a
good one and will boost for it.
'

JOHN. A. PAPEN
PHONE 144 AND 145.
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Pneumonia Follows a Cold
But never follows the use of Foley's
the
Honey and Tar,v which checks
cough and expels the cold. M. Stockwell, Hannibal, Mo., says, "It beats all
the remedies I ever used. I contract
and cough and .was
ELY'S CREAM BALM ed a bad cold
threatened with pneumonia. One bot
Applied Into th nostrils
is quickly absorbed.
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar comCIVE8 RELIEF AT ONCE.
pletely cured me." No opiates, just
It cleanses, soothes, heals and protects the a rellable?household medicine. O. li.
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh Schaefer itadi-ReCross Drug Co.

SUIl

J

HAY FEVER

and drives away a Gold in the Head quickly.
Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
It is easy to use. Contains do injurious
drugs. No mercury, no cocaine, no morphine. The household remedy.
Price, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Wsrrsn St, New York

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.

Frank Revell,

Hay be permanently overcome
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
by proper personal
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
with the assistance of the one
a
Work
Specialty
Building Job
Opposite Optio truly beneficial laxative-syr- up
Phone, Main 336
OF FI6SAND ELIXIRorSENNA,

efforts

WIHiAMJON
HAFFNDRCD

WHICH

ENABLES ONE TO FORM REGULAR

HABITS DAILY. SO THAT ASSISTANCE TO
NATURE

HAY

BE 6RADUALLV

WITH WHEN NO LONGER

ENGRAVBRJ-PRINTER- J

DISPENSED

NEEDED, AS THE

BEST OF REMEDIES. WHEN REQUIRED.
ARE TO ASSIST

mm

NATURE AND NOT TO SUP-

PLANT THE NATURAL FUNCTIONS.
HOST DEPEND

ULTIMATELY

NOURISHMENT,

WHICH

UPON PROPER

PROPER EFFORTS AND

RIGHT LIVING 6ENERALLY.
TO

IT BENEFICIAL EFFECTS. ALWAYS BUY THE
GENUINE,SYRUPrFGS
AND ELIXIR or SENNA

DENVER COIQ
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MANUFACTURED

Best Idraught beer In the city, at
the LobbiJ, of course.

California
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Fig Syrup

FOR SALE BV ALL LEADING
ONE SIZE ONI.V.
PRICE

DRUGGISTS
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Has been in force for over two years and
has given universal satisfaction Our

prices the lowest possible forjcash 10
of your saving.
per cent off for cash, think
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Beginning today the Invitations of
the Railroad avenue restaurant pro
prietors to the traveling public to en
ter and be fed will be confined to plain
and fancy bell ringing. This .morn
ing the police notified the restaurant
men they must cease to call out their
wares and must confine their opera
tions to the sidewalks directly in front
of their places of business. The ac
tion of the police was taken upon the
request of merchants and residents of
that portion of Railroad avenue, who
have been obliged to suffer much from
the racket made by the restauranters
Each of the three eating houses lias
from two to four employes. With
bells, megaphones and husky voices
they have been urging upon the passengers from the trains the necessity
Competition
for nourishing food.
made the restaurant men progressive
Thev began calling their wares in Cor
elgn languages as well as the classic
English tongue. The result was a fair
imitation of the midway at some car
nival ground.
The artistic eare of the community
were shocked. It was at first sug
regested the restaurant men be
quired to purchase chimes, so that
their bells, instead of making a confused jangle of sound, might grind out
fc'liubert's Seernade and other classics,
This would have made Las. Vegas fa
mous. But it was feared two much
high grade music would make the
town critical and hard to please, bo
the soft oedal plan was adopted.
The Railroad avenue restaurant men
are good fellows. They give the pub
lic good meals at reasonable prices
Nobody has a knock against them. But
thoir rarliAt wna intolerable. It was
giving Las Vegas a bad name up and
down the Santa Fe. Most everyody
believes the restaurants will find
themselves getting just as much bus;
ness under the new, regulations as
I
hey did under the old system.

CENTENARYJF GREELEY
(Continued from Page Four)
work and the disappoint
the stress
ments of public life told upon Mr,
Greeley 'his readiness with "villain"
and "liar" in cold type and one un
derstands that the years could not
but make for him as many bitter
enemies as they did staunch friend
But he neither distressed over the
one nor elated over the other. To a
man who stopped him in City Hall
Park f alrlr to shout, "Here! I want
I've
stopped your
you to know
damned paper!" he had only "That's
too bad," for an answer. But a few
quon
days later, meeting the- - same
'
dam BiiNacrllber. Mr. Editor said: "I
thought you stopped my paper." "So
I did.!' "Oh, I guess not; I've just
come from the office and things seem
to be running about as usual." "You
know what I meant," the reply came,
the tone rising to keep pace with
growing anger. "I stopped my copy.
I
won't stand
your editorials."
Pshaw!" retorted Greley, "what a
trifle. My dear sir, If you expect to
control the utterance of tiio Tribune
by the purchase of one copy a day,
or ever, to find a paper worth the
name that will never express convictions ' at right angles to your own.
you're doomed to a life of disappoint
ment."
Greeley was opposed to slavery as
an Institution, but in the beginning
he deprecated the war between the
North and the South. Ultimately he
was ranged on the side of the Aboli
tionists, though he steadily and Insistently stood for legal methods, ab
solutely repudiated the lengths ad
vocated by such, men as Garrison and
Phillips. The length to which, he
went In the interest of fairness
brought to him alternately the' fierce
attacks of both the North and the
South, and at ond time he wag about
to be expelled from the Union League
Club in New York.
In May of 1867, in open court in
Richmond, he went on the bail bond
of Jefferson Davis, and this act, which
generation coming Into control of
today's events cannot but look upon
as one of magnanimous fairness, met
with the fiercest attacks from the
North while the South began to see
had misjudged very much of a
of
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lower house at Washington for a few
months of an unexpired term
where that honesty in the man, in
herent to the degree that he wore his
very faults on his sleeve for all to
see and criticise, did yoeman work In
breaking down the mileage abuses
wblch. had grown outrageous he at
tended the historic presidential con
vention, of 1860, preventing the nomination of Seward and so making cer
tain the success of Lincoln, and four
years la.er he again figured as such
a delegate. In all else, and there were
five distinct times when his name
stood before the voters, he was de'
feated.
Of course his defeat by Grant in
1872, for election to the chief magls-tr- y
of tie land, was so much the
greatest of all that the others pale
to nothing before It.
In the closing weeks of that memorable autumn; Mrs. Greeley had died
and her husband, worn out by long
watching at her side and hard hit
by the disappointment of what came
to be his life's ambition to be chosen leader of "the whole people" was
overcome by nervous exhaustion. He
never recovered, dying as that (to
him tragic) November was passing at
the Pleasantville sanitarium near New
York. With the 'first words of his
death criticism and enmity were forgotten; the body lay In state in the
city hall, within sight of the office
windows where the man had worked
so long and vaMantly for the right as
he saw it his fellow citizens slowly
filing by by the thousands for a last
look at the face of which they had
been wont to make fun. "When he
was burled in Greenwood " the presi
chief Justice
dent,
and many cabinet members and congressmen followed him to his final
,'

t,
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HE 8AW HIS SHADOW TODAY
AND THIS MEANS SIX MORE
WEEK
OF WINTER

That distinguished weather prophet, the ground hog, is of the opinion that winter will prevail for another six weeks. Today, as has been
his custom on Candlemas day for
many years, the ground bog came
out of his hole exactly at noon. He
had been asleep for many weeks and
he had a regular grouch, the result
of his alarm clock waking him up a
little ahead of time.
"You guys make me tired," said
the ground hog as he caught sight
of the little company of newspaper
men waiting at his portal. "Every
year you come rubbering around here
to find out about the weather. 1
appreciate the compliment to my
ability but it is deuced impolite In
you, after I make my prognostications,
to go away and print in your respective papers that I am a myth
and never predict correctly. Just for
the way you treated me last year
I am going to sting your I refuse
to be Interviewed."
Just then the ground hog caught
?. glimpse of his shadow.
"Fine," he explained, "now I can
renew my nap. I am going back into
my hole. Perhaps winter weather will
prevail for another six weeks. Pei
haps it will not. I am informed that
it hasn't prevailed at all as yet. I
know what is going to happen, but I
refuse to tell you. Tell my old friend
Bill Taft,' whom I used to know in
Ohio, to see to it that New Mexico
gets statehood this term of congress.
Adios Amtgos!"
The ground hog Is a foxy critter.
He knew blooming well his return

into the hole meant "more winter"
and said so Just as plainly as if he
had shouted it out at the top of bis
lungs. The ground hog Is an infallible prophet and he dares C. E. Lianey
of the weather bureau to dispute his

A Healthful Old Age for Women
The turn of life is the most critical period in a woman's
existence. Owing to modern methods of living not one
woman in a thousand approaches this perfectly natural
change without experiencing a train of very distressing
symptoms.
Those dreadful hot flashes and the faint feeling that
follows, sometimes with chills, extreme nervousness and
despondency are symptoms of this condition.
Those hot flashes are just so many calls from nature for
help. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound was
prepared to meet the needs of woman's system at this
trying period of her life.
If this period is safely passed through the prospect will
be good for a long period of sound health and comparative
immunity from disease.

Here is Proof that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound may be relied upon at this period;'
' 1 want other suffering women
Alton Station, Ky.
to know what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
has done for me. For months I suffered from female
troubles in consequence of my age, and thought I could

.

not live. I wrote you and after talcing Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound I feel like a new woman. I thank
Mrs. Emma
you so much for the good it has done me."
R.
R.
No.
Bailey,
i, Alton Station, Ky.
Kewaskum, Wis. "Your medicine was a blessing to
me in my sickness at Change of Life. I cannot describe
what I suffered for five long years from headache, backache,
dizziness, no sleep, palpitation of heart and irregularities
which are common at that period and sometimes continue
for weeks at a time.
' I have been cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound in dry form. I am 54 years old and can do all
Mrs. Carl Dahlke, Kewaskum, Wis.
my work."
If you want special advice write to Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.

word.
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NEW P. O. INSPECTOR
A. Golden, a United States post-

office inspector, has been assigned to
service in New Mexico. He arrived

here last night and is planning to
make Las Vegas his headquarters. Mr.
Golden has been working In Arizona
for several months. That territory
has, however, been added to the San
Francisco division, while New Mexico
still remains in the Denver division.
The last piece of work Mr. Golden did
in Arizona was ihe detection of pecu
lations on the part of the foreman of
the money order department of the
postoffice at Phoenix, which resulted
In the man's arrest. W. N. Calvert of
the Denver office, who used to come
here often and was known to many
Las Vegas people, has been assigned
to his old district In Pennsylvania.
Mr. Golden will bring his wife here In
a few weeks and establish a home.
If In need of trees or shrubbery see
W. F. Calhoun or call at L. G. Cal
houn's Teal estate office and leave
yoUr order. 608 Douglas avenue.

Donald G. Mitchell (Ike Marvel")
has summed up those last sad weeks:
When in need of an auctioneer see
He had worn himself down with W. F. Calhoun and
get his prices. Sathe had isfaction
eager. Intense speech-makinguaranteed.
fretted under unwelcome friendships;
he had wilted under appalling afflicThe Optic leads, others tag.
tion In his own household; at lasi the
brain was shaken. There was, indeed,
one little brave, beautiful struggle
to hold fast the shifting helm of the
old "Tribune" ship; but it was in
vain; the beaming face, all di'awn by
mental tnquletules and the shivers
of delirious frerzles. was hlddon away
in a "Malson de Sante" in the West
chester Hills, never to mend until
death came with its healing calm,
and gave to that countenance Its old
OmpHmlPaldlH
serenities.

TIHIE
SANITARY

WHY?

DAIRY
Because of the Following Correct Conditions
Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Steam Sterilizing Ovens for bottles and all utensils.
easily removed bottle caps.
seem to have been entirely overThe above conditions at
looked by all other milk producers in this vicinity.
4. City water exclusively or stock and cleansing purposes.
5. All cows tested by government official.
6. Up to date cooling and aerating system.
7. strictest rules of cleanliness observed throughout.
We wish to emphasize the first three conditions enumerated
above, because of the Importance attached to them by the city
health boards throughout the country. These health boards realize
the the dangerous power of milk (especially warm milk) to absorb
and multiply alarmingly, the d sease bacteria which may exist In the
milk vessels or In the air of the dwelling or wooden floored barn or
in any room connecting with either.
Sixty feet of sunlight, the best germicide known, separate the
milk room from all other buildings, at the IDEAL SANITARY DAIRY,
successors to the Moye, Geyer and Corbett dairies.
W so'lclt your patronage and guarantee prompt service and
dairy products at ieast equal n quality to those of any other producer.
1.
2.
3.

Air-tig-

T, A. AKERS,

Manager.

San MiguelNational Bank

$100,000.00

ROSY AS A GIRL
Summit, N. C In a letter received
from this place, Mr. J. W. Church, the
notary public, says: "My wife had

been ailing for nearly 12 years, from
female ailments, and at times, was
unable to leave the house. She suf
fered agony with' her side and back.
We tried physicians for years, with
out relief." After these treatments all
failed,' she took CarduL and gained In
weight at once. ' Now she la red and
rosy as a sohooi girl" Cardul, as a
tonic for women, has brought remarkable results. It relieves pain and misery and la the Ideal tonic for young
and told. Try it At druggists.

Though, throughout Ills entire ac
To horse raisers, I want you to see
tive career he Was essentially a pub- - Stallion "Iowa Bob" on Henrietta
lie character, Horace Greeley held on- - ranch 4 2 miles east of Las Vegas.
v
three
JV. F. Calhoun, owner and keeper.

Las Viqas

J. M.

CUNN1NOHAM, President,
PRANK SPRINOER, Vice President,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier,
P. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.

Surplua
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Three Words
Before making an investment you should always
satisfy yourself that it's safe. Think of that first,
then of the probable rate of increase. If you're
careful and shrewd you 11 put your money into a

Bank
Savings
For with an institution like the Las Vegas
f
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Manuel A, Salaa of Belen la In the
city on a brief business visit.
.VJ
who resides

A.D.S.
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means' cords, and colds mean
tjjftt 'disagreeable feeling"
makes life miserable; to
obviate which the
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savings
bank it's absolutely removed from all riskJ' What's
more, it increases steadily and at the highest rate
consistent with secure , investments. Lastly, youf
capital grows without exertion on your part.

-

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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It Is One of the Penalties of
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ADVER-

TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion
Eetl mate tlx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy leat ipace than two
line. All advertisement charged will
be booked at space actually set, with
ut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

Male and Female
Help Wanted,

Civiliza-

No doubt all cities are growing
noisier. This Is one of the penalties of
civilization. There Is now no Sybaris,
where the sound of a hammer was
never heard. Even Paris is said to be
as noisy as it is now dirty. But in the
Paris of 20 years ago Mr. Adolphe
Rett was so disturbed by the din,
which would now be considered in. comparison only an agreeable bustle, that
he dreamed a dream. There was a
singular silence. Men and women
moved aa a procession of shadows.
Cartwheels were inaudible. The city
waa under cotton wadding. And the
thought came to the dreamer, "Noise is
dead!" and he burst out laughing at
the deduction that the earth was henceforth doomed to eternal silence. Then
came a letter of ceremonial invitation:
"Tou are begged to be present at the
funeral of Monsieur Noise, who died
this evening. Killed by contemporaneous excess, he was held in horror
by the Eternal himself. On the part of
his widow, Humanity."
Yet who could endure the silence
that crazed the man In Poe's tale, the
tale told by the Demon, the tale more
wonderful than any in "The
melancholy volumes of the Magi." And
the Demon laughed but could not and
the Demon cursed him because he
could not laugh. And even the lynx
that dwelt forever in the tomb looked
at the Demon steadily in the face.
iron-boun- d

Wanted

For Sale

No Color for Men's Clothes.
No matter how passionately mere
man may long for more color in his
clothes every effort to effect a revolution has failed thus far. Nor is it to
be any different this winter. The decree has gone forth once more that
sombre hues are to prevail among well
dressed men. The only hope for the
e
male lies in his handkerchief. Even the reign of the resplendent sock is over. Brown is to
be the chief color in clothes; dress
waistcoats remain set at white pique
or blaok velvet; ' hats are to be as
if worn at all,
they were;
must be "simple and expensive"; ties
themselves are to be limited to black,
blsok and white stripes, or dark blue
with a large white spot But there is
one ray of hope. "Pyjamas must be
'
white silk, with violet braid fastenAnd a violet' silk dressing-gowings."
will be quite the thing.
.

FOR SALE Single comb Rhode Island Red eggs $2.00 and $1.00 setting of 15. Phone Main 323. E. S.
Lewis.
I have received a fine S. C. White
Leghorn cockerel from the Parkside
poultry farm, Pekin, 111. This cockerel heads my pen of prize pullets. Setting of 15 eggs $1.00. Judd A. Detter-icPhone Purple 6353.

k,

For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished front room,
heat, bath, table board if desired.
1038 Fifth street.
FOR RENT Ranch, one mile out,
north on Eighth street Fenced
and cross fenced, 3 room adobe
house, stable and large barn. Inquire E. V. Long.

color-schem-

tie-pin-

n

Sympathizing With the Chorus Man.
The chorus irian who skips to the
right and skips to the left in step
with the chorus girl and sings sentimental ditties to her, imprinting a
stage kiss upon her outer coating of
grease paint at the end of the final
verse, is sometimes college bred and
usually a graduate of a high school,

FOR RENT Stone barn and good lot
but the roughest and most illiterate
See Calhoun.
"squab" shares with the showiest and
FOR RENT The box ball alleys for best educated show girl a contempt
for his calling, and when the contempt
bowling parties.
is not shown to the individual the case
is exceptional.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Mrs.
Del Chambers, 710 Grand Avenue.

Lost

Money.
Money Is nothing more nor less than
the measure of value, and therefore
the medium of exchange. It may consist of anything gold, silver, copper,
iron, paper, bark, shells, pebbles any
thing that shall be decided on by the
parties concerned. It is the fiat of the
community, and that only, that makes
a certain piece of matter 'money." and
the flat being manifested, any kind of
material will answer for the symbol
of value. The wampum of the Indians was Just" as much money as Is
the gold and silver coin of the civilized
peoples.
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Notice is hereby riven tn whnm It
mav concern that the fnllnwlnv A.
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
i. ic-w-u.it: upton, iteming. New Mexico.
vne gray mare.
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u. t. Meets oral and Uilrd iunday
evenlLo each month, a Prawrnal
liroiherUood naJL

Vlalticg BrotUeri

are cordially Invited. B. t. McQuire,
President; E. C. Wart, Secretary.
B--

Rut-ledg- e,

evening in Castle HalL Visiting
Knights are cor-

dially invited.
Geo. A.' Fleming,

Keeper

of

Rec-

ords and SeaL

every
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting Brethren cordially invited to attend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meets the second and fourth TuesBALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meeta first
days of each month in the W. O. W.
and third Wednesdays of each
hall at 8 p. m. Christopher Clay,
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,
halL A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
Clerk. Visiting neighbors are corQivens, Secretary. Visiting memdially invited.

bers cordially Invited.

B.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening ' of each
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Brothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D W. Condon, Secretary.

F. R. LORD
OENTI8T
Office Pioneer Building
Rooms 3 and 4 ...
Office Pnone Main 67
Residence Phone 41a

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO
102 Meets every Monday night at
DR. E. I HAMMOND
s
their hail In the Schmidt building
DENTIST
vest of Fountain Square, at elghi Suite 4, Crockett ' Building.
Has
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
phones at of See and reaidence.
dially welcdme. Fred Philips, presiATTOKNJEYs
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
Bally, Treasurer.
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester h. U unite'
HUNKER & HUNKER
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal-Brots
erhood hall every second and fourth
Attorneys at New Mexico
Thursday, sleep at the eighth rua La Vegas,
!

Liv

Wire scar on right shoulder, two white vale, N. M.; Bartholomew, B. Schwel-ge- r,
hind feet, right ear split weighs about
of Cherryvale, N. M ahd Herbert
550 lbs.
of Gonzales, Is. M.
Smith,
No brands
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Said animal being unknown to this
Register.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Feb 15
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
daye after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold Backache, Rheumatism, Sleeplessness
by this Board for the benefit of the
Result from disordered kidneys! , y
owner when found.
Kidney Pills have helped others,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
will help you. Mrs. J. B. Miller,
they
Albuquerque, N. M.
N. Y., says: "For a long
Syracuse,
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11 time I suffered
with kidney trouble
and rheumatism. I had severe backaches and felt all played out After
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it taking two bottles of Foley Kidney
Pills my backache Is gone and where
inay concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by I used to lie awake with rheumatic
E. E. Van Horn, Albuquerque, N. M.
pains. I now sleep in comfort. Foley
One email black stallion, Kidney Pills did wonderful things for
white spot in forehead, 3 years old. , me." Try them now. O. G. Schaefer
No brands
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Remember the Name
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
daye after last appearance of this ad Foley's Honey and Tar for all coughs,
vertisement, said estray will be sold and colds, for croup, bronchitis,
by this Board for the benefit of the hoarseness and for racking la grippe
owner when found.
coughs. No oDiates. Ratum,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
tuee. O. G Schaefer and Red Cross

...

'ol-e-

'

To-wi- t:

First pub. Jan.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Drug Co.
last pub. Feb, 2, '11

23,

Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
A. Sellers, Buchanan, N. M.i
One black mule about 8 years old,
16 'hands high, both ears split
No brands.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, 11, said date being 10
daye after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

Folev Kidnev Pilln w..
arav a ivuHU,g
polloku
remedy for backache, rheumatism and
urinary irregularities. They are tocio
in action, quick in results and afford
a prompt relief from all kidney disor.
uers. u. u. schaeler and Red Cross

urug

Co.

LOCAL

TIME

WEST

'

CO

BOUND
,

SANITARY BOARD.
No. 1
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11 No S
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
No. 7
may concern that the following deNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
No. 9
scribed estray animal was taken up by
(Not Coal Land)
H. E. de Oliviera, Claud, N. M.
One brown mare, 5 or 6
i
Department of the Interior, IT. S.
years old, weight about 800 lbs., wire Land Office at Santa Fe, N, M., Jan. No.
scar on left hind leg, star in face.
No- - 3
11, 191L
Unbranded.
Notice is hereby given that Cheniah No. 7
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or F. Jester ,of Cherryvale, N. U, who, No. 9
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10 on
February 19, 1909, made Homedays after last appearance of this ad- stead
Entry Serial No. 08854, for NW
sold
vertisement said estray will be
by this Board for the benefit of the 4 section 22, Township 17 North,
owner when found.
Range 21 East N. M. P. Meridian, has No. 2
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
filed notice of intention to make final No. 4
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
commutation proof, to establish claim N0- - 8
'11
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2,
to the land above described, before No 10
Robt L. M. Ross, U. S. Court Com
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it missioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on the
may concern that the following de- 8th day of March, 191L
No- scribed estray animal was taken up by
Claimant names at witnesses:
No- H. E. de Oliviera, Cloud, N, M.
William Smith, of East Las Vegas, N- One1 brown mare about 2
years old, white streak In forehead. N. M.; John W. Grimes, of Cherry-- No- - 10
CATTLE
4

To-wl- t:

l.

To-wi- t:

1

Wj ome
E. E. Oehring.
action; Walle H. Davit, chief of
record and collector of vampum,

VWUing

V

it

Mexico.

D

NDL

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERV. NO. 2,
TEMPLAR-- - J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645,
KNIGHTS
I. O. B.
every first TuesRegular conciT- - second
in tbe vestry
month
the
of
at
day
In
month
each
Tueedjr
rooms of Temple Monteliore at 8
Masonic Tlmple at 7:3v p. iu. C. D
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers
Eo'.iner, S. C; Charles Tamme,
inivted. laaac
Appel,
tiecorder.
'
Chas. Greenclay, SecPresident;
LA8 VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
retary.
ARCH MASON8 Regular convoca
tion first Monday in each KNIGKT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
month at Masonic Temple,
NO. 804 Meets second an4 fourth
at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
Thursday in O. R. C. ha!!, Pioneer
H. P.; Chas. H.
building. Visiting member are cor
Sporleder, Secretary. dially invited. W. X Tiptitn. O. K. .
E. P. Mackel. C. h
LODGE
NO.
DORADO
1,
EL
OF
PYTHIAS Meets 1. OS O.
KNIGHTS
F, LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO. 1
every
Monday
Meets
Monday evening at

To-wi- t:

,

11

DIREOlf

BUSINESS

CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M.
Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting brothers cor
dially invited. William H. Stapp, W.
M.; Cbas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.

Corn-worl-

thorn-covere-

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

Branded
On left hfn

One brown mare.
Branded
to
until
that
remain
lanthropy
tiff in or to the Premise
passive
Oa left hip
precise period, and to leave the sick
Said animal belli? unknown to thla
xiereiutuier .uosvriucu,
to perish, tand the foolish to stray,
rinerd, nnless claimed by owner on or
Defendants.
while it spent Itself in frantlo exerbofore Feb. 13, '11, said date
10
tions to raise the dead, and reform To the Unknown Claimaints of Inter- day after last appearance of being
adest Adverse to Plaintiff in or to he vertisement, said estray will this
the dust Ruskin.
be sold
Premises Hereinafter Described:
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner
when found.
You, and each of you, are hereby
Where Women Propose.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
In New Guinea it la considered notified that the' above action, in
Albuquerque, N. M.
against the dignity of the man to which Edward E. Johnson is plaintiff First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
even look at a woman, and conse- and you are defendants, has been
quently the women must make all the commenced and is now pending In the
Estray Advertisement
proposals. If a girl thinks she would district court of San Miguel county,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
like to marry a young man she sends
may concern that the following: de
a piece of string to the sister or New Mexico. The object of the said scribed
was taken up by
mother of the man; and they ap- action is to quiet the title of plaintiff M. u. estray animal
Keenan, Springer, N. M.
in
land
and
to
the
him.
all
If
breaks
and
the
the
proach
girl
singular
One buckskin mare about 15
engagement the man may meet and and real estate hereinafter described, years old.
itTTll
reher
beat her, and if he breaks it
and to obtain a decree of the said
Branded
lations may treat him the same. No court,
'
I j1,
On
left shoulder
barring and forever estopping
time is wasted in courting and they
each
or
and
of
from
you,
having
you,
must make up their minds at once.
claiming any estate, right, title or Branded
On left hip
Interest in or to the lands an real
Said animal being unknown to this
The Superfluities.
estate in the said complaint describ
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Let me tell you that Diogenes
walked on a day with a friend to see ed, or any portion thereof; th aald before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
of this ada country fair, where he saw ribbons land and real estate being thai," tract days after last appearancewill
be sold
of land and real estate sltuatej lying vertisement said estray
and looking glasses, and
by this Board for the benefit of the
and fiddles, and hobby horses, and and being in the county of San Mi owner
when found.
many other gtmcracks, and having guel and Territory of New $exico,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
observed them and all the other
f
and described as follows:
Albuquerque. N. M.
that, make a complete counFirst pub. Jan.' 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
' No. 1.
Tract
corner
at
Beginning
he
to
said
his
friend, "Lord,
try fair,
how many things there are in this No. 1, which 1b a stake in mound of
d
stone and identical with the! south
Estray Advertisement
need!" From Izaak Walton's
Notice is hereby given to whom it
of which Diogenes hath no west corner of the claim of Yirglnla
may concern that the following de'
C. de Baca, On north bank of the Rio
plete Angler.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Gallinas, from whence a cross "en Francisco Losono, Hillsboro, N. M,
One bay horse 8 years old,
Absurd on the Face of It
Chapel in Plaza Los Torres hears N.
The Cincinnati Enquirer contains a 85 degrees 15 minutes W. 33.0 chains weighs 700 lbs., about 14 hands high,
both ears split
dispatch from Xenla telling about a distant. The northeast corne of
Branded
0
millionaire poet being slapped In the
On left shoulder
c.
Lopez bears S. 4 degrees 30
face. It is such unutterable publicadistant!
E. 4.42 chains
Thence
tions as this that destroys confidence min.
Branded
in the press. It the man was a poet N. 7 degrees E. 20.66 chains to corner
L-he couldn't have been a millionaire. No. 2, which is a stake in mound of On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
If he was a millionaire, he could not stone and identical with the northhave been a poet higher than the west corner of Virginia C. de Baca. Board, unless claimed by owner on or
John O. Whlttler grade. Houston Thence S. 88 degrees 45 min. E. east before Feb. 13, '11, said date being ad-10
day a after last, appearance of this
Post.
or foot of Mesa S0.25 vertisement, said estray will be sold
along foot-hill-s
chains distant to southwest corner of by this Board for the benefit of the
when found.
San .iobe tract and corner No. 3 of ownerCATTLE
England's Penny Banks.
SANITARY BOARD.
A number of the penny banks, scat- this
dei29
Thence
north
' Albuquerque, N. M.
survey.
tered throughout Great Britain, infoot-hil64.00V chains First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
vest their funds in the post office sav- grees E. along
ings bank, and a number of schools distant to corner 4, of this survey
make use of the stamp-depossys- which is a stake in mound at stone
Estray Advertisement
tem. More than 5,000 schools In this properly marked; Thence 87 61 deNotice is hereby given to whom u
way encourage habits of thrift in grees E. 89.12 chains to corner Ifo. 5 of jiay concern that the following de
scribed 'estray animal was taken up b;
their pupils.
tnis survey1 which is a stake id mound A. A. Sena,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
of rock. Thence S. 36 degrees 33
One blue gray mare, about
Prize Possession of Name.
minutes W., 63.00 chains distant to 6 or 6 years old, weighs about 900 lbs.,
Bulwer-Lytto"And
whatever corner No. 6 and north bank! of Rio left ear split harness marks on collar.
you lend, let it be your money, and Gallinas. Thence northwesterly along
Branded
not your name. Money you may get the north bank of Rio
On left Jaw
corto
Gallinatj
again, and, if not, you may contrive ner No. 1 and
Branded
Conplace of beginning.
to do without it; name once lost
On left shouldei
acyou cannot get again; and if you con- taining 756.34 acres, more or 'less,
'
' Branded
'
N 'VT"
to
had
better
to
do
without
trive
survey.
it, you
cording
On
left
hip
never been born."
Tract No. 2. Beginning at corner
Said animal being unknown to this
No. 1 which is a stake In mound of
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
stone and identical with the north- before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
Cause of Eye Trouble.
A painful eye affection, ophthalmia west corner of Agapita Duran claim, days after last appearance of this adnodosa, is attributed by a German ocu-li- on south bank of Rio Gallinas, from vertisement, s&id estray Will be sold
to invisible caterptllar-halrs- .
Lodg whence a cross on Chapel in Plaza by this Board for the benefit of thy
owner when found.
par Los Torres bears N. 63 degrees 10
ing in the eye, these
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
ticles cause the lid to swell, form
Albuquerque, N. Ji
knots under the conjunctiva, and even minutes W. 16.88 chains distant. First
pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
south
Thence
Brown-talalong
moth
southwesterly
l
destroy the pupil.
hairs cause rash over the whole body. bank of Rio Gallinas 23.87, chains to
Estray Advertisement
angle in river, and corner No. 2 of
is hereby given to whom it
this survey which is a stake in mound Notice
Had Him Cornered.
may concern that the following deHe "If you love me, why did you of stone. Thence northwesterly along scribed estray animal was taken up by
at first refuse me?" She "I wanted the Rio Gallinas 28.00 chains to the John Berkshire, Estancla, N. M.
t:
One light red white faced
to see what you would do." "But I northwest corner of Ramona Valver-d- e
might have rushed off without waitclaim and corner No. 3 of this sur- cow, 4 years old.
ing for an explanation." "I had the vey which is a stake in mound of Branded
On left hip
door locked." St Louis Times.
istone. Thence south, 5 degrees 15
Said animal being unknown to this
minutes West, 42.75 chains to south-- , Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Extinct?
west corner of Ramona Valverde before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
What has become of the
claim and corner No. 4 of this sur- days after last appearance of this adboy of whom it was claimed that
vertisement, said estray will be sold
?
There used to vey which is a stake in mound of by this Board for the benefit of the
he was
be one in every neighborhood. Tope-k- stone. Thence south 79 degrees E. owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
130.00 chains distant to corner No. 5
Capital.
Albuquerque, N. M.
of this survey. Thence North 12 deFirst pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
grees E. 53,75 chains to corner No. 6
It Caught the Pedagogue.
"I understand the rich professor is and south bank of Rio Gallinas.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to wbom it
going to marry the homeliest girl in Thence northwesterly along the south
the summer school. How did she at- bank of the Rio Galllnae 60.50 chains may concern that the following detract him?" "By distinctly sounding distant to corner No. 7 which is a scribed estray animal was taken up by
the first 'e' in aeroplane."
Thence Acodemus F.OneChaves, Pajarito, N. M. 5
stake in mound of stone.
gray horse, about
southwesterly along south bank of Rio years old, weighs about 800 lbs.
Branded
Gallinas to corner No. 1 and place of
QQ
Hasty Judgments.
On left hip
OO
All of us look at the world with a beginning. Containing 643.87 acres
Said animal being unknown to this
prejudiced eye; we are ready with more or less, according to survey. Exour Judgments before we take in the
Board, unless claimed by ovner on or
therefrom a certain tract or before
cepting
Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
view.
parcel of land as claimed by Silverio days after last appearance of this ad
Archuleta and Ishmael Delgado, con vertisement said estray will be sold
His Snarl.
by tnis Board for tne oenent of tne
f
taining 29.52 acres.
owner when found.
"A tear in the stocking doesn't matAll of the above described lands
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
ter," declares a chronic grouch, "if a are situated in Precinct No. 38, bounAlbuquerque, N. M.
girl has plenty of nice fresh paint on
ty of San Miguel, Territory of New First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11
her face."

And you, and each of you, are furNew Sort of 8ea Food.
unless you enter,
Sign at Washington and ' Peoria ther notified that
streets: "Sea food clams, oysters, or cause to be entered, your appearsalmon, lobsters, and sour pigs' feet" ance in the said action, on or before
Chicago Tribune.
the 4th day of March, A. D. 1911,
Speedy Relief From Kidney Trouble
Judgment .by default will be taken
"I had an acute attack of Bright's
with inflammation of the kid
against you in the said cause, and a
Cause for Revolt
neys and bladder, and dizziness." says
Somehow, don't you sometimes feel decree pro confesao entered therein.
like Jumping all over the person who,
Mrs. Cora Thorp, Jackson, Mien, a
C. A. Spless and H. W. Clark, whose
bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy
In the course of your conversation,
postoffice and business address Is
thn Attack, reduced the in
keeps saying, "See? Bee?';
East Laa Vegas, New Mexico, are the
flammation,' took away the pain and
I
attorneys for the plaintiff in the said
moAo th hiufrip.r action normal.
Room for Doubt
Doubts His Sincerity.
cause.
wish every one could know of this
We must say that we cannot help
The cuckoo clock had Just chirped
wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer
JOHN JOERNS, Clerk.
r
before midnight and the questioning the sincerity of that Chithe
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Jan
F2
was
who
scene
has
cago
the
reformed
in
and
weary.
burglar
parlor
girl
"Mr. DeBorem," she said, as she become a plumber.
vainly attempted to strangle a yawn.
How to cure a cold Is a question in
1HH
nA&on
'1 heard something about you the othAsk your Bmaalrt for A
Ladlrat pmnnv
which many are interested Just now.
The Great Trouble.
Diamev d ,irnd
er day that I'm sure la not true."
has
The great trouble with most of us 2a Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
ffcM bo.. Kli ilh Blua Kibboa. V '
"Indeed!" he exclaimed. "What was
Buy tf
yS
that when we get what we want when won its great reputation and Immense
i- 7k Take no other.
A&k for ' II
cure of colds.
sale
beard some one say yon were aa we want it we find out that we wanted It canby its remarkable
mnkH as Best, 5fst, Always RelUbla
.i
always be depended upon. For
something else more.
cnap- ,- sne answerer
-- rr SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
sale by all druggists, j

LOST Crescent pin with cross inside,
set with pearls, return to Optic and
reecivo reward.

ign

Estray Advertisement

All measures of reformation ars efTerritory of New Mexico, County
fective in exact proportion to their San Miguel, in the District Court j
timeliness; partial decay may be cut Edward E. Johnson,
.
,
away and cleansed; incipient error
Plaintiff.
corrected; but there is a point at
No. 6954
vs.
which corruption can no more be
of
Unknown
All
Claimants
nor
recalled.
It
stayed,,
wandering
has been the manner of modern phiInterest Adverse to Plain
I

SHE SAW THE BIG SPARKLER
LIVE MAN or woman wanted for
work at home paying $2.00 to $3.00 Shoe Clerk With the New Diamond
Ring Attracted Both Attention and
per day, with opportunity to ad'
Reprimand From Customer.
vance. Spare time can be used.
Work not difficult and requires no
Aa the man who writes little items
experience. Universal House, 352 for the paper sat getting himself fit.
Wabash avenue, Chicago.
ted with a pair of shoes the other day
he saw this happen: A woman was
70 getting waited on by a clerk who
WOMEN Sell guaranteed hose.
on the third finger of his hand a
per cent profit. Make $10 dally. wore
diamond twlnkler weighing at least
inFull or part time. Beginners
a carat and a quarter. He hadn't alvestigate. Strong Knit, Box 4029 ways worn a ring of that sort It was
West Philadelphia, Pa.
new to him. He took a great deal of
pride in his new ring. Oh, how it
sparkled when the light was just
right! Once or twice he got so interested in twisting it around on his
WANT ED Every lady and gentle- finger with his thumb to a position no-to
where it would be most easily
man m Las Vegas to try box ball.
ticed by the woman customer that he
forgot to finish lacing up the shoe
she was trying on.
But he had succeeded in bringing
to her attention. She had
FOR SALE Two horses, work har- the Jewel
a sharp, leathery, suffragetish face and
ness, buggy, single harness and a disposition to speak right out on
household goods. Must be sold at things.
once. 510 Main avenue.
'1 see it" she remarked In a refrigerated tone, "it's very pretty and
FOR SALE House and lot, reason- attractive. You wear it with a good
able terms', also household furni air of abandon, too. I admire it exAfter you've finished toyceedingly.
ture, horse and buggy. 1102 Lin- ing with it, I wish you would go ahead
coln.
and show me something else something with not quite such a narrow
FOR SALE A good Jersey cow. In- toe." Cleveland Plain Dealer.
quire 410 Grand Avenue.
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
scriptiona. Notary seals and reo
ords at The Opiio office.

SUIT TO QUIET TITLE

Timeliness.

tion, But No Man Could Endure
Continual 8llence.

Main 2.
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asters Tell of Success of
Postal Savings Banks
Postn

ti'jf

Although
a ruling made by
th Hoard ot TrMsttes of the postal
savings tnim and dated January
U tie posUiBterg at the forty six
offices flesigi,
aa depositories were
forbidden to make public any
n
s tt the amount or deposits
ifi at their respective offices, se ;era: of these postmasters
lhave expressed to various persons
their Individual views as to too system. Other conservatively rsterred
all inquiries ioi the Board of Trustees.
The opinions 'of those who were
willing to talk are, however, of value
as expressing conclusions drawn after two weeks' observation, of the'
actual working of the scheme, says

Savings Ibanks, which would mean

that the greater part of the amounts

191

1

0

it)

Manager of the Office
Where Sjntcin H lte-Inaugurated OptiDilt.de
n

"

'1

-)

Believed Deposits Will

Avert Panics In Future
THE
I consider the Postal Savings
$245.
bank law a grand thing, both for
oeonle in ordinary circumstances, who
are by it encouraged in saving small
ameunts, and for children, who will
thus be taught lessons of economy.
Two Classes of Depositors
Elmer T. Beltz, postmaster 1st Laramie, Wyo., has closely analyzed the
situation there. He sayts
"The system is starting out very
well for our locality, we having
opened about forty account in the
now eleven days of operation, wKh
an average of nearly $300.
"Many ot our people thought that
the system would be patronized mostly by the foreign element, but with
us we find the reverse Is true, as
all our accounts so far are from
among our own country mem. Still,
we here have not had a fair trial
here, aa our heavy payday comes on
the 19th, and from among the laboring people I expect the greatest

I

.

,

withdrawn would be back in the
bank again during the same business
day deposited by the government;
Instead of the depositor being obligI
.'
r
ed to bury or hide the greater part
as would be the case when he could
IS
not deposit more than $100 in one
ID YOU EVER stop to think that every family
month, as is the case under the exlaw. This one
provision
1?
isting
should have The Optic as part of its
leaves a way In which money will
V
be taken entirely out of circulation
A
panics.
during
"With the deposit limit raised, I do
The father wants news while it is fresh, he wants to
not believe that we would ever have
be posted on what is happening so that he may be able
a serious panic, in this country, even
our
faults
of
though thv
to discuss intelligently with his business acquaintances the timely events of
the New York World.
i
currency system were not entireY
Tii prgtofflce department nas
the day.
ly corrected.
given put a few tacts regard-a"With many of our. people the use
Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
tbe postal banfci In official re of postal saving banks will be a matports up to January 14. Today It ter of educati i, since the .iaUJ
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
tells what several postmasters per- barn knows Htt'e or nothing of the
sonally think about the system. It banks as hanrt'td In Europe, and I
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
may be said that they are generally believe there will be a wond'rfal ibusiness.
enthusiastic, i
growth in the business handled as
"To be brief, I have no hesitancy
every member of your family.
the people beoom-- j acquainted .vlth in
saying that it la my opinion that
Meets Poor Man's Needs
.
111
it
we have started on something that
Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
One of the most interesting and
"Great credit Is due, in my opinion, will be a lasting credit to our gov
General HitchcocK, ernment for the benefit of the comNew Mexico and the world at large.
comprehensive letters comes from to Postmaster
W- J. Watson, postmaster at Pitts- who so long urged the passage
of
mon people.
the bill establishing the system, and
burg, Kan., who writes:
"I might say further that the de
re"The Pittsburg Savings Bank
to his assistants, for the intensely
as I see them at this point
positors
cently opened in this city is working modern and practical system devised' are mostly of two classes:
First,
just aa congress desired. It Is be- which is, as I understand it, is sate Deonle who are afraid of the banks
ing cautiously investigated and its in every way, and far less cumber- and who take their savings home and
volume of business Increasing every some, than the European systems"
Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank
hide, thereby keeping from circuladay. Instead of being a competitor
Once Buried, Now Banked
tion a large amount of money. Sec
of the commercial bank, It Is an adcan earn a moderate
Out in Nebraska even buried coin ond, people who
junct, a help and an educator there
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Now for a good electric treatment
at Nolette's Barber Shop.

FRIDAY and ij
SATURDAY

Best meals

and, 3rd and 4th

FEBRUARY

Gallon Cans of Pie

five cents

Fruit

i

h

city for twenty
"Kitchen.

Grand avenue.

Today is Candlemas day and as such
We have one set of double harness, it was observed by the Roman Catho-lichurch throughout the world. It le
with collars, for sale now at $16.
the occasion on which all the candles
Gehring Hardware Co.
to be used in the ceremonies of the
The Episcopal Missionary society church during the coming year are
meets tomorrow afternoon with Mrs. consecrated.
This is done during the
John S. Clark at 2:30 p. m.
mass, according to a special ceremony.
Many of the faithful bring candles to
A. T. Rogers, jr., who has been ill be blessed in order that they may keep
with an attack of grip for several days, them in their homes for use in any
is able to again be In his office.
emergency, such as the administering of the holy communion to a sick
Dr. F. H. Grail figured In an exciting person. Tomorrow is St.
day.
but not 'serious runaway last night. On this occasion the blessing of the
His buggy was somewhat damaged.
saint is conferred upon thosa who desire it The blessing is especially for
The ladles of the First Methodist the throat, those who receive it worthchurch gave a missionary tea this af- ily being strengthened against diseasternoon at the home of Mrs. Frank H. es of that organ.
H. Roberts.
Tomorrow evening the E. Romero
Stated
communication,
Chapman Hose and Fire company will hold its
lodge A. F. & A. M. tonight at 7:38 regular monthly business meeting. Afo'clock. Work in the M. M. degree. ter business affairs have been discuss
ed and disposed of the firemen will
Visiting brothers are invited.
eiooy an informal social session.
been assisted iy several uiei
J. P. Brunsden, a merchant of Clayton, has filed a petition of voluntary by two new members, Charles Shupp
bankruptcy with John Joerns, clerk of and Lucio Duran. The E. Romero's
the court for the Fourth Judicial
have ben assisted by several merchants of both sides of the river,
who have donated handsome prizes to
This evening eight couples of the be given for the nest masques at the
younger society crowd will participate carnival dance to be given in the Dunin a progressive boxball party. Bowl- can opera house on the evening ot
ing is a dandy sport and is becoming February 22.
more popular here every day.
Much excitement and some bad feel
There will be services held at Tem lng are said to have been caused in
Douglas avenue and Springer by the attempt early Tuesday
ple Montefiore,
Ninth street Friday night at 8 o'clock morning of incendiaries to burn down
and preceding Sabbath school, Satur the Springer hotel. Property owners
day morning at 10 o'clock. All are in the neighborhood of the hostelry
are said to be embittered against cercordially invited to attend.
tain persons connected with the hoBest meals in the city for twenty- tel, alleging they know something
five cents at White Kitchen.
about the fire that has not been made
public. Such is the construction of
After many ups and downs and one the buildings that, had the hotel burn
practically total wtreck the weather ed, nearly a whole block "would have
"burro" at the Normal is now safely been wiped out. housed. It has been placed on a solid
standard on the campus and nothing
Santa Fei employes are-nowearing
the "Get the Safety Habit" buttons
short of cyclones will blow it away.
that the road is circulating among the
The Woman's Guild of St. Paul's thousands of men who are on its pay
Memorial church will hold a sale of roll. The buttons are neat in appear
homemade bread, cakes, salads, etc., ance, bearing the Santa Fe's trade
at Potter's on Saturday, February 4, mark in blue on a white field. They
beginning at 2 o'clock. There will are a constant reminder of the neces
also be a few aprons for sale.
sity for caution while employed in
dangerous , work. Doubtless the butThe stirring melodrama "A Daugh otns will be responsible for the sav
ter of th3 Desert," which ciado
ing of many lives and limbs.
hif In am&teur theatr.ctl circles re
Saturday evening will be played the
cently, is to be repeated on the night
;i February 16 in Mackel'3 opera third game of the Y. M. C. A.'s bas
house vfor the benefit of the Ladles' ketball league schedule. The Seniors
Alt.tr society of the West side Catho will clash with the Normal team. Be
fore the main event the Business
lic church.
Men's squad will play two fast games
The Domestic Science class under of volleyball for the amusement of the
the auspices of the American Woman's crowd.
league will be ready for work next
week. The class will be conducted
Floyd Scott, formerly of Detroit,
by the very able teacher, Miss Rambo, Mich., is a new clerk at The Hub,
are entering upon his duties today. Mr.
of the N. M. N. TJ.
invited to Join. Comunications . re Scott is well posted in the habergarding terms, etc., may be addressed dashery trade and exnects to make
to Mrs. J. Vyollmer, Hot Springs Boule Las Vegas his home.
o

rCl vdU
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guaranteed.
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THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
1

Phone Main

193

or Main 194

11

Bla-se'- s

T i mot hy
White Cleaned
..Oats..

Hay

Bran, Corn, Corn Chops
AND

e

:
1

L as Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

131

-

E S T A B L I SII U D

1

r

1

8

7 O

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Sweet Peas

White

Beautiful and Fragrant

Pink

vard.
NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS

,

$i.oo PER HUNDRED

& Son

Perry Onion
Store Phone Main

462,

Ranch Phone

F

Beef

Mutton
Porfc

Veal

Chicken
Sausages
All Kinds
Fish
f Pickles, Etc.
r
GO TO THE

;

j

'1

8

276.

FOR THE BEST OF

1

Oranges
Buv vour oranges in
quantity. Far more eco
nomical than buying them
by the dozen.
We will furnish you
with any size for $350
Der box $1.75 for one
half box.

i

!

!

000000000000

o'clock p. m.
JOHN SHANK, Secretary.
6

LABOR BODIES PROTEST
Denver, Feb. 2. Organized labor ot
Denver and vicinity joined today in a
a
great parade and mass meeting
mark of protest against the action of
Judge Whitford in sending some of
the striking coal miners at Lafayette
to jail for violating an injunction is-

sued by the court.
Sedentary habits, lack of outdoor
exercise, insufficient mastication of
food, constipation, a torpid
and anxiety, are the most, common
causes of? stomach troubles, i Correct
your habits and take Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tahlets and you
will soon be well again. For sale by
all druggists.
ry

1,

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store I.
'

The annual meeting of the stock
holders of the Mutual Building and
Loan association of Las Vegas, for
the election of three directors and the
transaction of other business, will be
held at the office of the association
of Wednesday, February 8th, 1911, at

H.

WE ALWAYS HAVE THE BEST OP EVERYTHING EATABLE

STEARNS
GROCER.

j' .

i

Serviceable
FnntwAJ
$350

ar

d

su

1.

j

ue

We
lo upply e Wness
men of this town with stylish,

f

snug-fittin-

Business

lonff-weari-

r'

Reeals.
w

ns

v .

You'll

e?a's comfortable, serviceable
satisfactory in every Way.

f

$400

-rS

V-

Try Our Flat
Work Service
And see for yourself what a
wonderful convenience it is.
Send us your sheets, pillow

ft

table cloths, napkins,
towels, handkerchiefs, etc

slips,

These we will. wash and iron,
and return to you all ready for
use. They will be washed cleaner and Ironed much better than
If done at home or by a washerwoman. Besides think of the
work and bother we save you.

GREENBERGER
"A'Square Deal"

Our prices are reasonable so
will cost you but very little
each week.

it

Try the service next week.

n

examine them.
r

SEWER BOOSTERS
DR. J. M. CUNNINGHAM.
S. B. DAVIS, JR.
E. G. MURPHEY.
A. M. ADLER.
J. C. JOHNSEN.
v
C. V. HEDGCOCK.
BEN LEWIS. V
DR. H. W. HEYMANN.
DR. F. H, CRAIL.
W. J. FUGATE.
R. F HAYS.
CHARLES GREENCLAY.
O. L. GREGORY.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND.
F. O. BLOOD.
.
FRED WESTERMAN.
SIMON BACHARACH.
ISAAC BACHARACH.
HERMAN ILFELD.
J. S. DUNCAN, SR.
M. N. CHAFIN.
F. J. GEHRING.
INVESTMEN AND AGENCY COR
PORATION.
COMMUTUAL IMPROVEMENT
PANY.
GEORGE A. FLEMING.
LUDWIG WILLIAM ILFELD.
GUS LEHMANN.
HARRY W. KELLY.
F. H. PIERCE.
FLECK ESTATE.
M. M. PADGETT.
H. C. SMITH.
C. C. ROBBINS.
CLARENCE IDEN.
CECHJO ROSENWALD.
FRANK SPRINGER,
C. H. SPORLEDER.
C. D. BOUCHER.
E. V. LONG.
T. W. HAYWARD.
I. K. LEWIS.
W.G. HAYDONi
R. J. TAUPERT.
HENRY G. COORS.
W. J. LUCAS.
JOHN S. CLARK.
'
M. GREENBERGER.
SIG NAHM;
JAKE STERN.
'
DAN STERN.
D. T. HOSKINS.
DR. C. S. LOSEY.
DR. W. R. TIPTON.
B. F. FORSYTHE.
DR. W. P. MILLS.
W. N. ROSENTHAL.
GEORGE H. HUNKER.
W. J. BENJAMIN.

1

Relief From Kidney
...
i
naa au acme annuii
ui
i

Y

in Las Vegas' as you can
in Chicago. Come in and

Phone Main 81.

Speedy

can B, a
jruCabinet
Horsier Kitchen
as

cheap

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
;

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
.

Phone MaJri 227,

Retail

assd

5GREEflElD crTllos
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

BW.
Foot of Main St.

lump

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CONDON
Phone Main 2 1

9

JUST RECEIVED
A complete assortment of

Li'ndquist Cracker Co's.

star line of

Fancy Crackers
For Extreme '
Comfort Wear

Pilgrim Tea Biscuit
Queen Salted Wafers
Variilla Wafers' ;
Ginger Wafers
Peanut Wafers
Cocoanut Almond ;
Wafers
Fig Bars
Lemon Wafers
"Smart Set" Soda
Wafers
Vienna Biscuit-

j

Martha
Washington

rli 'a
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disease with inflammation of the kid
neys and bladder, and dizzlneas," says
Mrs. Cora Thorn. Jackson, Mien.
bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy
overcome the attack, reduced the in
flammation, took away the pain and
made the bladder action normal. I
wish every one could know of this
wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer

& SON

Exclusive Agents.

Trouble
"Owl

It is a pleasure for us to show our goods.

J. C. JOHNSEN

',"-!-

Comfort Shoes
All widths and sizes
Two different styles

4

'

'
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PRICES $2.25 to $2.50'

Romero Merc. Co.

i

It:

ready-to-we-

Most

r: '
Kidney Pills are a reliable and Red Cross Drug Co.
remedy for backache, rheumatism and
urinary irregularities. They are tonic
Tony Faust Bud welser "beer in
in action, quick in results and afford on tap at the Opera Bar, and Is one
a protnnt relief from all kidney disor- of
the finest draft beers served over
ders. 0. G. Schaefer and Red Cro3S
any;bar in. the city..
Drug Co.

Foley

shoes stand
No ottier
up under the continual strain of every. fI

The

Las Vegas, N. M.

LUDW1G WM. 1LFELD,

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Blanchard, jr,
are the parents of a baby daughter
born last night.

PIE PLANT
GREEN GAGES

GRAPES
APPLES

in

at White

REGAL SHOES

Food cooked in "Folper" rasmroles, and earthenware hH never even
a suspicion of taste of iron or tiu about it; it can bo left in the vessel
indefinitely without causing ptomaine or lead poisoning. In is true that
imported earthenwear is made with a lead glaze, owing to methods used
If this sort of glaze cracks, some of the lead
abroad in manufacturing.
is apt to get into the food, and niay cause serious trouble to those partakwith
earthenware, all the parts of the vessel which
ing of it. But with Fulper
the food are covered with glaze which has no lead" in
come in contact
it whatever. It is desireable therefore to see that every piece of earthenware you by has the name "Fulper" stamped on the bottom. For Sale by

Automobile,
carriage and sign
painting by a practical painter. 429

IN
PEACHES
PEARS
PLUMS

No Danger of
Lead Poisoning:,
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BOUCHEH'S
THE COFFEE MAn"
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